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ABSTRACT 
 
Underneath Gendered Stars:  How the First Famous Astrologer, Masculinity, The History of 

Psychology and the New Age Influence our Contemporary Perspective on Astrology as a 

Social Phenomenon 

By  
 

Ian Anthony Waller 
 

 
Astrology has persisted in social life for nearly 5,000 years. It involves a variety of 

practices and philosophies and has a deep history. Yet, in popular and academic discourse, the 

conversation typically revolves around scientific veracity and belief. However, using a 

grounded theory methodology, i.e. 20 semi-structured interviews with casual astrology 

participants and survey data from over 300 people, this study found the main driver of 

engagement towards astrology was gender. In short, participants identified “women”, “girls”, 

“females” and/or “ladies” as those who (and thus implicitly why) engage in astrology most 

often. This finding was born out not only in interviews but via data collection as well as in the 

literature. However powerful a finding though, such a fact flies in the face of 4,000 - 5,000 

years of astrological practitioners who appear to be almost all male. Therefore, the question 

becomes what precipitated such a massive sea change in astrological culture? Through a review 

of the extant literature in astrology and gender, it appears that women into psychology and the 

popularity of astrology crossed paths at the fringes during their development around the turn 

of the 20th century. This appears to be the beginning of such a formulation of astrology as a 

female interest. By following these threads, this thesis submits that astrology became a female 

(read as: “feminine”) interest because it became intrinsically tied to introspective psychology 

through legal forces, societal pressures catalyzed by an assertive masculinity paradigm. This 
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in addition to the rise of the first famous US astrologer who just so happened to be a woman - 

Evangeline Adams. Later in the 20th century, we see the concretization of astrology as a female 

interest in popular culture through New Age ideas, books and in academic literature. In our 

contemporary moment, the conversation about astrology and gender is ongoing but no 

historical contextualization in any of these regards is given. This project attempts to fill the 

lacuna from which everyone talks of but no one identifies - astrology as a gendered and social 

phenomenon. In the end, I propose a new field of study - the sociology of astrology - which 

minimizes the role of belief and scientific accuracy and highlights the social relationships to a 

phenomenon that has persisted for millennia and feels to be currently rising in popularity once 

more. 

 
KEYWORDS: Sociology, Astrology, Psychology, Astrology as a Social Phenomenon, 
Gender, Masculinity, Sexism Sociology of Astrology, New Age, Evangeline Adams, 
Adorno, Feminine, Belief 
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I. Introduction 

A. Moving Away from Belief 

Richard Dawkins, the famous evolutionary biologist and outspoken anti-astrology proponent, 

said that those who practice astrology should be prosecuted for fraud (Campion 2012, Pg. 4). 

His argument being that it diminishes the level of science literacy. While his voice may be 

one of the loudest because of his status in the sciences, it is a solitary one (Bok, Lawrence 

and Kurtz 1975). This type of sentiment appears to have a history that stems back to at least 

the 1950s. Thinkers like Theodore Adorno espoused that astrologers are knowingly insidious 

and those who engage astrology are gullible lemmings being primed for a new authoritarian 

state (Adorno 1954). Prominent names such as these condemning astrology are possibly why 

the National Science Board (2016) uses astrology as a metric to measure pseudoscience. 

However, while pseudo to the scientific establishment perhaps, in 2016, the study revealed 

that approximately 60% of individuals between 18 and 24 reported astrology to be “sort of” 

or “very scientific.” This study appears to have birthed or at least supported a bevy of news 

stories that claim astrology is having a renaissance (Fischer 2018, Hess 2018, Beck 2018, 

Hosie 2017, Posner 2017). It was this intriguing crossroads that influenced the study of 

astrology I undertake in this work. While my original interest had to do with the perceived 

astrological revival which I attributed to social media, what became clear was that there was 

no clear consensus around what astrology is, how people feel about it or if it has any 

scientific validity. Therefore, one question in particular stood paramount to the rest, how does 

the general public feel about astrology?   

Even though anti-astrology proponents like Dawkins feel astrologers are fraudulent 

and skeptical social scientists like Adorno feel astrology column readers are gullible fascists-

in-waiting, what the results of the NSF study in combination with the subsequent news 
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articles show is that astrology as a social phenomenon is stubborn. Meaning, astrology 

remains ubiquitous at least in the US and Europe via weekly newspaper horoscopes, and 

more recently, social media accounts (Campion 2012). In other words, whether it is 

fraudulent or not, people en masse still engage with it. Complicating the issue, serious 

academics who attempt to refute anti-astrology claims, or even simply study astrology from a 

historical perspective, seem to tend toward trying to prove astrology’s veracity, even if 

unintentionally (Bobrick 2005, Campion 2009, 2012, Tarnas 2006). Furthermore, those who 

seek answers to the veracity of astrological claims from a scientific perspective without a 

priori diminishing astrology as a field seem to get minimized, and attacked by the scientific 

community themselves (Eysenck 1991, Eysenck and Nias 1982, Mann 1989). The point 

being that those who take up the task of studying, or even commenting on astrology never get 

far before getting distracted by the ever-so tempting debate about its reality. Therefore, in 

this study, I ask a simple question, one that surprisingly never seemed to appear, what is the 

contemporary understanding of astrology as a social phenomenon by the general public? 

The answers take us, unexpectedly I believe, toward the social implications and move us 

away from the intellectual roundabout that is belief and veracity. 

Therefore, this research study is a documentation of the process of discovery 

concerning the general public’s understanding and perspective on astrology as a social 

phenomenon in our contemporary moment, 2019-2020. It is not an exhaustive study in that 

the data collection was geographically bound to Southern California and the literature review 

is focused on a western perspective but because of the strong evidence, does feel conclusive 

and, hopefully, generative. That finding is: astrology is perceived as a female interest and 

more specifically, astrology is framed as an interest that is fundamentally not male.  
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While the findings are obviously important, the structure of the thesis corresponds not 

only to demonstrate the strength of findings per se but with the process of discovery. I 

believe that exploring the process of discovery revealed a lesser, but critical, third finding - 

that modern astrology is linked with psychology at its margins. While some may say this is 

obvious, to my knowledge, no one has ever articulated the process in which this taken for 

granted notion arose. In other words, there is a lacuna of understanding re: how astrology 

became psychological. Because unintentional, it feels important to structure this thesis in a 

transparent way that shows the linkages between the discovery of the perception astrology as 

a female interest which was revealed through interviews and literature and the evolution of 

astrology and psychology coming to be viewed as intertwined which was discovered as a 

product of research into the history of gender, specifically masculinity over the last 150 

years. In short, that development is of profound importance to the finding and so I spend 

considerable time there and structure the thesis in such a way that helps the reader come 

along.  

I begin with a conceptual framework in which I look to serious academics who take 

up astrology as a social phenomenon, which there are only a few, to help guide my work. It is 

important to point out that I look both to those who hope to elevate the level of astrology as a 

science and those who wish to tear it down. This is not necessarily purposeful as much as it 

is, in my opinion, intellectually necessary as one of the main purposes of this work is to 

document astrology as a social phenomenon which means looking at it as fairly as possible. I 

will say here in the fairness of reflexivity that my own interest in astrology surely informed 

my opinion, or at least interest, in pursuing this interest. That, as you will read, manifests 

itself in irritation with one author in particular, Theodor Adorno, who I believe was deeply 

unfair and biased in his work, far more than any others. Whether my irritation comes from 
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the fact that I began, like many of my participants, a curious and intrigued astrology passer-

by and his accusation that those types are manipulatable to authoritarian rule -- or as a 

sociologist, who finds the lack of rigorous method and the lack of academic pushback 

contemptible, I will say for the sake of psychology that I do not know. That said, I believe 

deeply that it is the latter. All of that said, some of his insights are valid, indeed, and I include 

them as such. On the other hand, I think that other authors who I likely agree with strive too 

heavily to prove something that we simply cannot yet fully prove. That concern grew the 

more I delved into this project. I am, however, indebted to all of them in their flaws as well 

as their passion for exposing the lacuna which I am attempting to begin filling here.  

I continue afterwards with a data and methods section followed by the findings. Of 

note is that while much of my data comes from participant quotes, I make observations via 

survey data about the absence of data. Specifically, the way in which male survey 

participants anonymous interacted, or did not, with the questionnaire. I feel strongly that the 

same argument could have been made without this portion but find that aspect of the data 

truly fascinating even though I do not linger on it long. I feel it speaks to the inner struggle 

that men and boys may go through, even when there is little to no consequence. Meaning, 

while there is documentation on a specific and overtly manifested type of masculinity as a 

social pressure on men and boys that has serious consequence in social life (Pascoe 2007), 

there is something about rebelling anonymously against something as seemingly innocuous 

as an astrology questionnaire that feels important to masculinity. And while I do not linger on 

it specifically, it does fuel the rationale for why I focus on masculinity as a prime mover in 

my literature review. 

I move on to the literature review as it relates to gender and astrology and 

contextualize it through a survey of literature on masculinity over the last 150 years. As you 
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will see, along with astrology and gender, psychology becomes important in that 

documentation as well. I situate that literature review through the life of Evangeline Adams 

up until her death. Evangeline was one of the, if not thee, first famous astrologer. She also 

happened to be a woman. Her emergence into the public sphere helps to highlight changes in 

the complex conversation that was emerging around astrology during the early to mid 20th 

century and will make more clear how contemporary views on astrology are gender based. 

After her death, the conversation recedes from public view for the most part and evolves to 

one played out mostly by male academics until women begin to assert themselves within the 

academic and public intelligentsia in the 1960s. This comes to a sort of zenith with the 

publishing and zealous consumption of Linda Goodman’s Sun Signs which escorts us into the 

current conversation and assumptions around astrology and gender. 

Finally, I discuss areas of possible future research and issues that I think may be 

relevant but which I could not fully include in this project. Lastly, I state my own intentions 

concerning this research before concluding. 

 

II. Conceptual Framework  

A. The Scholars of Astrology 

The sociological literature on astrology as a social phenomenon is limited but not entirely 

absent. There appears to be four approaches to the study of astrology and two that hone in on 

astrology as a social phenomenon. While I am leaning more on the latter, all are worth 

mentioning as all will be used throughout. 

In Cosmos and Psyche, Richard Tarnas (2006) elucidates how western thought 

connects with astrology and valiantly attempts to legitimize the field to an academic 

audience. Utilizing historical events as his primary foundation, Tarnas links paradigm shifts 
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and massive social events with astronomical movements, mythological archetypes and 

psychological theory. He draws on work begun by Carl Jung but to a far more specific end - 

legitimization of astrology as a scientific phenomena. Historian Benson Bobrick (2005), on 

the other hand, takes a strict historical viewpoint in The Fated Sky: Astrology in History. 

Bobrick focuses on the origins of western astrology, beginning with the Roman empire. 

Unlike Tarnas, however, Bobrick attempts to distance himself from legitimizing astrology 

although it is unclear that he did so as my reading of his work is that he assumes astrology is 

a legitimate phenomenon. However, his stated purpose appears to highlight that astrology’s 

place in history has been, and continues to be, overlooked.  

Similar to Bobrick, UK historian and researcher Nicholas Campion, studies the 

history of astrology from its apparent inception in pre-hellanistic ancient Egypt to its more 

modern incarnation in the modern west and tries to remain as balanced as possible. He does 

this most notably in A History of Western Astrology: Volumes I (2008) & II (2009). His work 

Astrology and Popular Religion in the Modern West (2012), however, is more sociological 

and was instrumental in this project, specifically the literature review. He terms his interest 

“cultural astronomy” and while that feels slightly disingenuous on its face as a sneaky way to 

dodge animus by those who would condemn his work if he were to call it astrology,2 

Campion does make clear his interest is first and foremost sociological (2012: 7) and there 

appears no other academic doing the immense task of cataloging astrology as a social 

phenomenon like he is doing. In the case of Astrology and Popular Religion in the Modern 

West, he is interested in those people who attempt to make meaning using the stars. Thus 

Campion, unlike Tarnas, is interested “with astrology’s cultural status, rather than the truth of 

its claims.” While Tarnas, Bobrick and Campion all use history as their foundation, Tarnas 

attempts to legitimate astrology, Bobrick does not and Campion appears to, to the best of his 
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abilities, bridge a sort of middle ground between the two. While all viewpoints feel important 

to acknowledge, it is Campion’s work that I find more interesting, align most closely with 

and utilized as a foundation for my work. 

The final scholar to take up astrology is Theodor Adorno. Adorno came to 

prominence as one of the major figures in The Frankfurt School. The Frankfurt School being 

a sociological powerhouse of thinkers whose ideas still push the discipline forward in certain 

ways. Adorno, one of the only prominent sociologists to take up astrology academically does 

so in The Stars Down To Earth and Other Essays on the Irrational in Culture (1994). Stars is 

a content analysis of the 1950s Los Angeles Times astrology column, as well as the 

columnist himself, Carroll Righter. He justifies his interest in the column by saying: 

  

We want to analyze astrology in order to find out what it 

indicates as a “symptom” of some tendencies of our society as 

well as of typical psychological trends among those this society 

embraces. (Pg. 113) 

  

I think this passage perfectly summarizes why the investigation of astrology as a social 

phenomenon in our current moment may be important, especially if it really is growing in 

popularity. That said, it is noteworthy to highlight that Adorno is strikingly different than the 

other authors mentioned. His theory and scientific method makes paramount the “primacy of 

the particular” and he is highly critical of “historicism” - these tendencies caused great 

contentiousness amongst his peers and left him open to justified criticism (Abromeit 2011).  

That criticism is justified because it means that Adorno, being critical of anything historical 

can dismiss, well, anything historical, including all three of the previous scholars. 
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Additionally, he would feel fine to dismiss a dialectical, meaning more comprehensive and 

equitable take on whatever the subject may be. In this case, astrology. However, at least he is 

consistent. Adorno takes an intensely critical stance on anything popular culture, even “fun” 

which according to some scholars he labels irrational and authoritarian (Weitzman 2008).1 

Astrology is no different; he says of it, “the astrological ideology resembles in all its major 

characteristics… the ‘authoritarian personality.’ (Pg. 121).” Adorno is certainly entitled to his 

conclusion and I am grateful for his work in that it lent me the previous passage. However, it 

is certainly worthy of critique. 

While the selected passage from Stars is an important one for my work, I must briefly 

say that I found Stars considerably shallow, narrow in scope as well as method. His irritation 

with not only astrology in general but also Righter seeped through the work with as much 

subtlety as a jackhammer. It felt to me that he should have done something like I am doing 

here. Meaning, voice his irritation directly rather than disguise his work as neutral which it 

was obviously not. I am, however, not alone in this critique (Dutton 1995). Even the 

introduction to Stars, written by Australian Sociologist Stephen Crook, lays out some very 

serious criticisms.2 That said, credit where it is due; whether in good academic pursuit and 

 
1 While I do not engage a critique of this more than what is just mentioned, I encourage readers interested to 
read Erica Weitzman (2008) examination of Adorno’s Aesthetic Theory. If what Weitzman is claiming is true - 
that Adorno believes fun to be something we must guard against as it is an indicator of a society in decline 
towards authoritarian rule - it seems hard to think of anything more genuinely irrational - the very thing Adorno 
appears to be accusing astrology of being. This feels worthy of some thought if not further scholarship. 
2  Astrologer, historian and author of A History of Horoscopic Astrology, James Holden, says of academics that 
take up the research of astrology because they see an opportunity rather than genuine curiosity, “While doing 
the history of astrology a great service by presenting detailed information from original sources, [academics] 
maintain an attitude towards the subject similar to what we might expect from Yassar Arafat if he undertook to 
write a history of Zionism.” For the sake of update and fairness, the reverse could be said as well; Netanyahu 
writing a history of Palestine. A provocative statement, certainly, but one that he makes at the outset of one of 
the most well-regarded histories of astrology for a reason; he feels astrology has been slighted. Although, it 
does highlight his own biases as well. That said, regardless of the direction of the cynicism, the point is made. 
Balance in the study of astrology feels to be a necessity (1996: XXI) 
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conscience or not, Adorno did take up astrology as a serious phenomenon with which to 

contend. Something no other prominent sociologist of the last 100 years has done.3 In other 

words, I find it important to illuminate that Adorno confronted a topic and person (Righter) 

which he obviously found distasteful, if not disdainful, and literally threatening to free 

thinking people. So, in that same vein, it would be academically dishonest to omit his work 

from this study simply because I found it inconvenient and distasteful. Luckily, I do not. 

While I disagree with Adorno on his method and demeanor re: astrology as a social 

phenomenon, it does provide a framework via the selected passage. He also provided me 

with the phrase itself “astrology as a social phenomenon.” And finally, Adorno and Stars did, 

I believe, arise in one of the lesser findings by proxy in Astrology as a justification for bad 

behavior, something I will discuss in the discussion and future research section.  

I use these authors, specifically Campion’s sociological rigor and depth of 

astrological history, with emphasis on the passage from Adorno as my theoretical framework 

moving forward. In short, I investigate the current perception of astrology as a social 

phenomenon in hopes to discover what the social interest or disinterest in astrology indicates 

about society in our current moment. I do so in combination with Tarnas’s optimism towards 

a widening of traditional academic lenses but with Bobricks sober historical grounding.  

 

 

B. Defining Astrology 

 
3 There appears to me to be hints in Durkheim’s The Elementary Forms of Religious Life that he took seriously 
the sociological ramifications in the belief of celestial influence. This is based on his use of “stars” in several 
places and in one particular case, Jupiter, as the same force as mana, wakan or other singular “great spirit” that 
early peoples considered unifying. (1912: 194) 
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While we know now that the authors who take up astrology may be intellectually impressive, 

there is a missing element here. A fundamental part of this study concerns the idea that there 

is a canyon between a scholarly understanding of astrology and the casual astrology observer 

who made up the entirety of my interview participants and who represent the majority of the 

population. Astrologers and more serious studiers of astrology are the fringe.  This means 

that to define astrology as the academic defines it would be misleading. Further, while there 

may be a nebulous, albeit identifiable, definition of astrology between astrologers, it is far 

more complex than the definition that the casual astrology observer has ever heard. So even 

though the process I undertake in this project is in large part the process of discovery which 

reveals how the general public perceives astrology, it is important to look at the main, 

western definitions and specifically how the casual observer defines astrology.  

At its most essential level, from what one may consider an insider's perspective, 

astrology is, “the study and practice or the presumed relationship between celestial bodies 

and events on earth” (Campion 2009, Pg. 1). A slightly deeper dive reveals that there are in 

fact multiple types of astrology based in cultural histories such as hindu and chinese 

astrology (Holden 1996). An even more advanced astrology researcher or enthusiast may 

find the different types of astrology, i.e.“four main branches: mundane, natal, horary and 

elections” (Bobrick 2005, Pg. 22). As we are not doing an in-depth literature review on 

astrology as a practice, this is enough to understand how the majority of astrology 

enthusiasts, practitioners and/or scholars view astrology. In short, the popular, contemporary 

understanding of astrology within the US is, in its most current iteration,4 an astrology based 

 
4 While it is true that our most current form of astrology came most recently from Europe, it is absolutely 
necessary to say that it is in fact a conglomeration of iterations that came from essentially everywhere and were 
specifically non-European, specifically Greece by way of what is known today as the middle east (Babylon and 
Chaldea) as well as Egypt and very likely India as well (Brennan 2016, Campion 2009, Holden 1996). 
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on a model that emigrated via Europe, specifically the UK, that was transformed into the 

psychological sphere and includes mundane, natal, horary and electional. Further, it includes 

the 10 main stars/planets. However, via a transformation over the last century, astrology has 

become a practice centralized around the position of the sun (Campion 2012, Pg. 68-69). As 

we will see, this centralization was crystallized via the best-selling astrology book ever, 

Linda Goodman’s Sun Signs: How to Really Know Your Wife, Husband, Lover, Child, Boss, 

Employee, Yourself Through Astrology (1968). “What is a sun sign?” Goodman asks, “A 

particular zone of the zodiac -- Aries, Taurus, Gemini, etc., -- in which the sun was located 

when you took your first breath, an exact position taken from a set of tables called an 

ephemeris, calculated by astronomers” (Pg. xviii). This is crucial to the modern, general 

conception of astrology today and is what is known as “sun sign astrology” (Campion 2012). 

There is one piece missing however that makes sun sign astrology modern astrology: 

psychology. Since the publishing of Sun Signs, modern astrology takes for granted the sun 

and simply says astrology is a human-centered understanding of “the character and destiny of 

an individual” through a psychological lens (Bobrick 2005).5 This “modern” or “sun-sign” 

definition is what is known simply as “astrology” by the general public. Moreover, the 

definition provided as most prominent amongst the general public is evidenced by the fact 

that, on average, 90% of individuals and often as high as 99%, know their “sun sign” and 

little to nothing else (Campion 2012).6 In other words, when someone like myself (a 

researcher with much more knowledge on the subject) asks the average person what they 

think about “astrology,” what they are likely hearing is, what do you think about the idea that 

 
5 While many modern day astrologers likely cringe at that statement, they will likely not disagree that it is an 
accurate depiction of how most, although not all, casual observers of astrology understand astrology. 
 
6 This statistic was supported by my own research as well. 
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where the sun was when you were born affects your personality and influences, or 

predestines, the trajectory of your life? In short, the majority of people in the US and UK 

define astrology as where the sun alone was when they were born and whether it gives 

significant shape to their character and has an affect on their fate and/or destiny. This is 

central to our understanding of how the casual astrology participant perceives astrology as 

well as because it is markedly different from how astrology as a historical phenomenon is 

understood by astrological practitioners, enthusiasts and scholars. 

 

III. Data & Methods 

The data collection period for this study was approximately one year long, beginning in 

October of 2018 and finishing in October of 2019. Data for this study was collected by way 

of surveys and one-on-one interviews. Informal conversations were also considered data in 

the context of participant conversations, conversation with peers, colleagues and advisors. 

Although extra caution was taken when writing of these data and only noted here because I 

used comments between myself, friends and colleagues to posit ideas in the discussion and 

future research section. 

         While the survey’s collected do provide some quantitative data, it was used primarily 

for basic demographic information as well as to capture follow-up interviews. Thus, this 

research is primarily a qualitative research study. A grand total of 251 surveys were collected 

from two different sites, labelled Set 1 and Set 2. For Set 1, following up on the 18-24 year 

old demographic from the NSF study, I collected survey data from college students in three 

separate college classrooms on the campus of University of California - Santa Barbara 

(UCSB). Through conversations about my research with professors and colleagues, I was 

invited into several different classrooms to distribute my survey and discuss my research 
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afterwards. The classes I collected data from were considered first or second year courses in 

the fields of linguistics and sociology. As a counterpoint to these data, data Set 2 was 

collected from individuals in the greater Santa Barbara county area by offering a survey 

while driving for the ride-share service Lyft. On a clipboard, the survey was placed in the 

backseat pouch with a small sign describing the research. 

         For Set 1, a total of 124 surveys were collected. The average age of the survey 

participant was just under 20 years old; 76% identified as female, 22% as male and 2% as 

non-conforming or non-binary. The racial demographics of Set 1 self-identified as 53% 

latinx, 31% white, 15% Asian or Asian-American, 6% mixed-race, 2.5% black and 2.5% did 

not specify. For Set 2, a total of 127 surveys were collected. The average age of the survey 

participant was 29 years old; 62% identified as female, 36% as male and 2% as non-

conforming or non-binary. The racial demographics for Set 2 self-identified as 68% White, 

12.5% Latinx, 6% Asian or Asian-American, 5% Mixed, 1.5% Black and 9% Did Not 

Specify.  

         For the interview portion of data collection, I interviewed 20 individuals; 14 female, 5 

male and 1 non-conforming. The average age of the participants were 23.5 years old and 

70% of participants were white, 10% were latinx and 20% were mixed. A total of 110 survey 

participants volunteered personal information - phone number or email - to be contacted for a 

follow up interview; 38 were male, 70 were female and 2 were non-conforming. Participants 

were contacted via the order the surveys were received. In other words, once the surveys 

were collected, they were numbered and the lowest number was contacted first, then second 

lowest second and so on. 

         The interviews were transcribed with the help of an automated transcription service 

called Scribie. They were then checked for errors manually before being input into the 
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Dedoose analytic software for coding and analysis. Primarily, an inductive grounded theory 

approach was used to analyze the data. However, some deductive, that is, a-priori codes were 

written down in notebooks and considered such as “astrology is growing in popularity” and 

“Astrology growth is due to the LGBTQ community” and these were used in the construction 

of some interview questions.7 However, new, original themes and codes were noted 

throughout transcription and then more seriously scrutinized during the coding process. For 

example, the main finding and one which is the focus of this project “astrology is gendered,” 

was an in vivo code. That is, it came directly from the interview data following the grounded 

theory approach. While hypotheses about the popular perception of astrology as a social 

phenomenon were floated beforehand, it was the mission of the project to understand the 

general feelings towards astrology from a variety of individuals with a variety of levels of 

participation and knowledge about it.  

         While knowledge of astrology did indeed vary greatly, none of the participants appear 

to represent the emic/insider perspective and while not entirely intentional beforehand, that 

became vital to the project and understanding of the findings.  

         Lastly, all participant names are pseudonyms and identifying characteristics beyond 

simple demographics were purposefully not used to protect the privacy of the interview 

participants. 

 

IV. Findings 

A. Introduction 

 
7 Although neither of these questions or themes were asked directly. They were simply hypotheses that if 
mentioned in the course of conversation would be followed up on. Astrology growth was often the topic of 
conversation and the LGBTQ community was not as most participants did not actively comment on this topic. 
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Participants were asked two questions in hopes of elucidating which demographics, if any, 

are most involved with astrology. The first was, do you think there are any groups which 

engage with astrology more so than others? The second was, thinking about your own 

identities, how do you think those identities affect how you feel and/or engage with astrology, 

if at all? A variety of answers were recorded. However, one was consistent: gender. 

Specifically, that astrology was a female interest. Through analysis, however, it became 

apparent that it was more complex than the simple narrative that astrology is a female 

interest. In this section, I will break down how participants gendered astrology in two distinct 

ways; (1) directly and (2) indirectly. The section will break down as follows, directly i.e. 

astrology as a female interest, and indirectly i.e. distancing and gender more broadly. After, 

I will do a review of the literature on gender and astrology which will contextualize the 

complexity of further conversation and lesser findings.  

 

B. Astrology is a Female Interest? 

“Well, obviously, definitely, I would say girls, from what I've seen personally. 

100% girls.” - Lester 

Coming into the study, I had certain preconceived notions about astrology. One that 

often floated around the edges was that women engaged in it more so than men. It felt 

like a stereotype for which I could not find a good rationale. That said, each and every 

participant described it in such a way, albeit at varying levels of enthusiasm. The 

above quote was a typical response when I asked about demographics. Because the 

evidence was so strong, I have decided to simply quote 10 of the 20 participants. 

These quotes adequately represent all of the ways in which astrology was identified 

as a female interest. Further, I use many of the other 10 participants in varying ways 
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as we continue to highlight some of the complexities. I finish by exploring several of 

the more nuanced quotes. I include age, gender and race/ethnicity for context. These 

demographics were self-identified via the questionnaire or in the interview itself. 

  

1.     Andi (22/F/Mixed (Mexican & White)): I see girls more than guys 

do it. With girls... I mean, I feel like on the internet, there's a joke 

about white girls, specifically, your very basic white girl, getting 

Starbucks like shopping at forever 21 and knows all of her astrology 

stuff but the people in my life, they've all been my age, my mom and 

my aunt, they were really into it. 

  

2.   Hughes (32/M/White) : I wouldn't be confident in it, but I guess if I 

had to pick one, I would think females may be more inclined to buy 

into that a little bit more.  

  

3.   Tristan (22/M/White): Maybe women only because... 'cause that's 

just an assumption I would make a maybe on a cause a lot of people 

use it to determine dating, who they want to date which is an 

interesting thing, but I feel like it's more common that women do that 

then men, so I don't know. 

  

4.   Hayes (22/F/White): Okay, so I am female, 22, Caucasian and 

straight. So I feel like I really fit the whole thing! 
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5.    September (35/F/White): I would say definitely women, I would 

say definitely women under the age of probably 40. 

  

6.    Kid (21/F/Eastern European-America) : I feel like, I wanna say our 

generation as a whole, and maybe like older women. 

  

7.    Brand (20/M/White): I would say that in my experience, women 

are much more willing and eager to talk about astrology and also more 

willing to identify with their own sign or allow that to kind of 

influence the way they interact with people, or the way they view 

themselves. 

  

8.  Axel (28/M/White): I would say it's different in how both sexes 

approach it because I have known people from both sexes to do it but I 

would say that in every interaction I've had with the astrology in my 

personal life, I would guess, 95% women 

  

9.   Alina (22/F/Mexican-America): I think more women, for sure, 

definitely.  

  

10. Maura (22/F/White): I mean, most of the people that I know who 

are into astrology at the very least the... They're just not cis-men. 

Basically. They're like anything but that... 
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As you can see there is some variance in which type of women the participants 

believe engage in astrology. What is clear though is that the interview participants 

believed astrology is a female interest. Why the participants feel that way, however, 

was completely unclear. Each participant appeared to have a different reason for why 

it may be the case - from “boredom” to “feelings and emotions” to “women like to 

talk more” to “witchcraft” to “women are more compassionate” to “women are more 

interested in dating.” All participants struggled to provide a coherent articulation for 

why astrology may be a female interest.  

         While it was anticlimactic to find such a strong finding without a singular 

rationale to sink teeth into, it allowed for me to take a wide berth when, as you will 

see later, I reviewed the literature on gender and astrology. Additionally, 

complicating the finding is that while every participant identified astrology as a 

female interest, many female participants often identified themselves as someone who 

did not engage in astrology. For example, here is Shelley: 

  

Shelley: Well I feel like as a 19-year-old girl, I would be the one that would 

be interested in astrology... [a short pause] But I'm not. And I am from the 

Bay which is also another reason why I would be into it, but I'm not. I don't 

know why I'm not into it. [laughs] 

 

Shelley’s comment was mild in its distancing but also clear.  She is not interested in 

astrology and says so twice. Further, she reinforces it by ending with a larger 

rhetorical question about why she is not interested which could be read as a third 

statement of disinterest in astrology. Four other female participants made similar 
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types of statements at varying degrees of disinterest. My second participant, Kelly, 

even went so far as to say both that it was a female interest but also that it was 

“stupid” even though she often engages it as a “game” on facebook. This means that 

engagement around astrology is not simple. If it is a “stupid” “game,” why play? Yet, 

there is clarity around the simple fact that astrology is viewed as a female interest. 

That much is certain. 

 An important detail in this finding, one that may explain those women who 

identify astrology as a female interest but themselves do not like and or engage it, can 

be viewed in the final example above. Maura says, “I mean, most of the people that I 

know who are into astrology at the very least the... They're just not cis-men. 

Basically, they're like anything but that…” This is important because it identifies not 

who engages astrology but who does not - men. Specifically cisgendered men 

(meaning, typically, self-identifying heterosexual men, and men who aligned with the 

sex they were assigned from birth. This is often a term used within gender discourses 

to describe more stereotypically masculine or feminine types).8  That will be a key 

insight moving forward. This becomes more interesting and complex when we begin 

looking at how the male and non-conforming participants in the research discussed 

astrology as well as the following section which delves more into how men distance 

themselves from astrology. 

 

 

C. Distancing and Astrology as “not male”  
 

 
8 This was a specifically interesting finding for me as a cis man who is actively engaged in astrology, something 
that would sometimes get brought up and did in the case of Maura. When she said that statement, I asked, so do 
you think its weird that I, a cis man, am doing a study like this? Her response was, “well I didn’t know your 
sexual identity but I assumed and, to be honest, yeah! (we both laugh).”  
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1. Interviews 
 

Meron: I think women would be so much more into it than men because men 

would just be like [puts on deep voice]... "Oh, that's a bunch of bullshit!" 

 

As we have now seen, participants viewed astrology as gendered. However, it is complex 

because while all participants appear to view astrology as a female interest, several female 

participants simueltaneous distanced themselves from it. While above I briefly examined 

how female participants distanced themselves from astrology, all genders did so within the 

study. Here, I will examine both the distancing from astrology done by participants generally 

but with a specific lens on male distancing from astrology which was a stronger and more 

consistent finding.  

First, it is important to clarify “distancing statements.” Distancing statements are 

statements like Shelleys: “I would be the one that would be interested in astrology… but I’m 

not.” It is the “but I’m not” that is the distancing. It is the participant making a statement 

about what astrology is, in this case a female interest, and then distancing themselves from it. 

While Shelley’s example is a good one it was the male participants who did this most often 

and in a variety of different ways. For example, below is Hughes, a male, white-american 29-

year-old undergraduate. 

  

Hughes: If I read a horoscope, not that I'd go out of my way to do so, but if I 

would [pause]... it would be more along the lines of, what does the astrology 

side of things think about my horoscope around this time of year? What are 

my characteristics? Are these accurate or not?” 
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In the above, by saying, “not that I’d go out of my way to do so,” Hughes is making clear 

that this is not something he does, nor would do. It is an extra provision to ensure sure that I, 

the interviewer, understand he is not interested in astrology.   

         I wanted to be careful not to code any slight distance as serious resistance because 

some participants were simply stating the fact that they knew little to nothing about the topic, 

which often could have been interpreted as distancing. This was often the case for many 

female participants. Therefore, it was the degree, volume and context in which it was done 

that became more and more revealing, especially amongst the few men who I interviewed 

which made this finding feel robust. For example, while Shelley used distancing statements 7 

times, 3 were in just that one statement but Hughes made 6 distancing statements throughout 

the interview and did so in ways where it felt unnecessary in the flow of conversation or his 

sentence, as demonstrated above. It was injected as sort of emphatic parenthetical just so I 

was clear on his anti-astrology position. 

Even still, Hughes’ distancing statement may seem non-compelling to some. 

However, in the context of all males in the research, these statements become more salient. 

While participants of all genders made distancing statements, every male participant did so 

and did so repeatedly. Axel used distancing statements 11 times, Brand 8, Hughes 6, Tristan 

6, and Lester 2. In short, not a single male participant did not use a distancing statement. Not 

only that, but statements that I did not mark as distancing but that clearly indicate a dislike or 

dismissal of astrology appeared often in interviews with male participants. For example, 

Hughes used “fake” as his one word to describe astrology. This is not necessarily 

“distancing” but does clearly demarcate his feelings concerning astrology from the very 

outset of the interview. Moreover, Lester, the male participant who made the least distancing 

statements at 2, elucidated very clearly that his perception of astrology was a female interest 
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and that he and his male friends did not engage in astrology as an interest. For example, in a 

conversation about astrological memes within group chats, I asked him about how his male 

friends would respond to sending a funny astrological meme:  

  

Ian: What do you think would happen if you were in a group chat with all 

your dudes and you sent out like, "Oh, look at this... " 

Lester: I think depending on the group, my group specifically, probably just 

wouldn't... For one, and not gonna lie, being openly honest, they would 

probably be like, "Why are you sending this shit in the group chat?!" 

[laughter]... because that is NOT the sort of thing that we send. So why is this 

being sent to me? Using different language, obviously. Like, why? 

Ian: What the fuck is this? [laughter] 

Both: [laughter] 

Lester: yeah yeah, exactly. Because that's not a typical thing that we send. But 

if I send that to one of my girlfriends, I'm pretty sure they will understand it. 

Maybe not a super specific one but a vague one. Like just “hashtag aries 

season.” 100% they would know what that means. I don't even really know 

what that means. 

Both: [laughter] 

Lester: But they would 100% know what that means, you know? 

  

In this interaction between myself and Lester, it wasn’t that Lester was explicitly distancing 

himself from astrology although his “I don’t even really know what that means” appears as 

possibly distancing if it were untrue. However, I have no reason to believe Lester was 
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making that statement up to distance himself. In fact, he had indicated previously that he had 

found the astrological memes curious so as to show interest, yet he plainly stated “that’s not a 

typical thing we [male friends] send.” Further, he indicated that his male friends “wouldn't 

understand it.” Meaning, they do not know enough about astrology to even engage it in a 

meaningful way, i.e. it is all very indirect. Or said differently, Lester is not necessarily 

placing a judgment on astrology in the way that Hughes did by calling it “fake” but 

regardless of intention it does place males further from females in terms of interest in 

astrology. 

         When it emerged in conversation more often, I occasionally pursued why a 

participant made a gendered statement like the ones discussed. Although it was typical that 

participants became uncomfortable as if they were caught stereotyping, it often led to very 

clear ideas of how they constructed gender and thus where they put astrology in that 

construction. For example, Cathy suggested that women were more prone to “intuitive” 

thinking while men were more prone to “tangible” thinking, saying “they look for more 

absolutes, I guess.” When I probed for more specificity, this was the interaction: 

  

Cathy: I’m not trying to generalize all men here… 

Ian: Sure. Yeah… 

Cathy: I certainly don’t want to say that [uses ‘manly’ accent] no man’s going 

to be into astrology! But, uhhh… I don’t even know how we got on this…. 

Ian: Astrology as a man's thing or a woman's thing? 

Cathy: Oh yeah, YEAH! I think that, I mean, my moms always been way 

more in touch with her feelings and kind of the fact that there is some sort of 
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process out there that drives and makes you like feel certain ways and my 

dad’s a, uhhh, a football player. [laughs] 

Ian: Hey! Can’t generalize all football players….  

Cathy: [laughs] 

What is emerging is a certain “type” of person who engages with astrology. That type of 

person is a woman, yes, but actually much more specifically that person is not-male. Here is 

Shelley again, explaining her thoughts about male distancing from astrology. 

  

Shelley: I think men just kind of avoid it at all costs and they're like... “I don't 

even wanna think about it, so I'm just not gonna identify with it in any way, 

shape or form.” 

  

What this means is that even a female participant who distances themselves from astrology 

still is making a clear distinction about gender and astrology. In short, she strongly suggests 

women may or may not engage in astrology but men absolutely do not. Taking it one step 

further, Leigh suggests that men may even use astrology as a way to establish dominance. 

They said this: 

  

Leigh:  I guess I would say men are more likely to make fun of the women 

who are into it, just to kind of loosely like... [pause, changes train of thought] 

So I remember the basic white girl, kind of how that trend started... Kind of in 

that way. I don't know of the right word but to like push her, push them down 

for liking this thing to show dominance or whatever. 
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What Leigh is suggesting is that it is not necessarily that men distance themselves from 

astrology because they are inherently disinterested. Instead, they do it because it is seen as 

something that indicates lesser social status and is associated with femaleness. Therefore, as 

a female interest, it can be used to establish females as lesser than. In other words, the 

suggestion is that men distance themselves from astrology because they want to appear better 

and more dominant and they can do so through insulting something like astrology.9 

As the only gender non-conforming interview participant, Leigh’s commentary on 

this issue felt particularly valuable. Leigh appeared to have strong feelings about the subject 

and was quite knowledgeable on astrology while also making a wide-variety of distancing 

statements. For example, Leigh prefaced statements often with “I don’t really engage in it”, 

“it’s not something I take seriously”, “I was into it when I was younger but not really 

anymore” and “I don't look up astrology people or anything like that, just not too interested 

in anything like that.” In short, Leigh appeared to engage in astrology at a fairly regular level 

with an intermediate understanding of astrology but did not want to be identified as someone 

who engaged or “liked” it. This made me wonder if gender may be a false proxy for 

something deeper and more complex. That notion will be explored in the discussion section 

yet felt necessary to note here. That aside, Leigh's commentary on men using astrology as a 

way to insult women or as a subtle form of dominance was important.  

Insulting those who engage in astrology was not something that directly bore out in 

the data although it could be speculated that much of the tone in certain interviews would 

align with that suggestion. Axel, a 28-year-old bartender from the Midwest now living in 

 
9 Of interesting note here is the suggestion that men or boys invented the “the basic white girl” stereotype. 
While Leigh makes this a gendered moment, it could just as easily have originated from a racial one as well, or 
both. However, it could be that utilizing that type of stereotype and placing things on it like astrology would be 
a tactic men could implement and I think Leigh may have been using it in that sense.  
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Santa Barbara attempted to conceal what I perceived as a bit of contempt for astrology. He 

related the majority of his experiences with astrology to religion, which he finds “dumb.”  

His experiences with astrology come from several women; one, in particular, who he felt 

took a zealous attachment to astrology and was condescending because of it. His portrayals 

of these women and astrology as a sort of religion appeared to have some of the elements that 

Leigh was talking about. Here is an extended excerpt of Axel discussing an astrologer who 

he served at his bar and had a series of interactions with. 

  

Axel: I don't have everything figured out myself, I don't think anyone 

does. I'm not gonna crap on someone's beliefs because they're just not 

my own and that's how I feel about astrology. I've always seen it, 

again, like a religion. I feel like it's safe if you've been brought up with 

it, or be like if you... And obviously I'm really not saying religious 

people or astrologists are too dumb to know the answers because that's 

an atheist nonsense thing I don't really wanna get into. Like, if it's 

something that's been safe, if it's something that gives you comfort, the 

people had that type of... That would attract are people who have a lot 

moving in their lives who have been raised with it, who don't know... 

Who just have an uncertainty about life and want an answer to it, I 

don't know. And that's my assessment on it. So with her coming in, 

being condescending, it's like I try to be as respectful as possible 

because I genuinely want everyone to have whatever belief they do. I 

have my own beliefs and I'm entitled to them and I'm glad that nobody 

questions my belief. So I thought that was a bad example. If I'm just 
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being totally honest... I did not take that as she didn't paint the whole 

astrology community, or as astrology as condescending and weird. She 

was just condescending and weird and she just happened to be an 

astrologist and it was just a weird coincidence. 

  

In this excerpt, Axel was almost desperately trying not to be condescending. While I believe 

he was attempting to be magnanimous, to my ears, his demeanor was arrogance. Therefore, it 

is difficult to not take his comments in any other way but arrogant and condescending - 

everything he was attempting to say she was, especially as he finishes the statement by 

calling her “weird.” That said, this was the closest any participant came to expressing or 

acting out the suggestion Leigh made about insulting astrology as a way to dominate. It may 

be that the form of domination Leigh describes is more systemic rather than direct and that is 

something we will investigate in the literature review. 

In conclusion, distancing themselves from astrology was something many participants 

in the study felt compelled to do. However, while only some female participants did so, male 

participants did so uniformly. That being said, participants of all genders appeared to suggest 

that astrology is decidedly not male. Furthermore, it was suggested through participant 

comments and shown through male participant actions that all men in the study distance 

themselves from astrology. Yet, further analysis, especially via Leigh’s comments and 

knowledge on astrology and distancing, made it clear that it is quite complex. In the next part 

of this section, I will further strengthen the male-distancing from astrology finding through 

an analysis of my survey results. 
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2. Challenges in Data Collection 
 
As we saw, the interviews from this study illuminate male-distancing from astrology. 

However, in those interviews, it was not a strictly male phenomenon leaving the possibility 

for all sorts of critique about the interview itself. That said, there were some other ways that 

gender and male-distancing from astrology emerged as a finding in the research. Through 

survey data and challenges in collecting data from male participants, I found that male 

individuals distance themselves from astrology in more direct and even anonymous ways. 

         As a researcher, being prepared for the data collection process to be one that is 

lengthy and difficult is part of the process. Thus, I went into this research expecting to 

struggle over a long stretch of time to find participants. However, to my pleasant surprise, of 

the first 10 survey respondents who indicated they would be willing to be interviewed, 6 said 

yes and 5 followed through. In other words, two weeks into the data collection process I was 

a quarter of the way to my goal of twenty interviews and cautiously optimistic. There was 

one peculiar thing, however, all five of the participants were female. Of the first ten I 

contacted, two were male and neither responded. This would become a theme of my data 

collection process. In the end, 38 male survey takers volunteered contact information for a 

follow up interview; I contacted each one and five responded, one did not show up after we 

had set up a time to talk and did not respond to follow up emails. This left me with four male 

interview participants. Although I was resistant to snowball sampling because up this point, 

all interviews were random, I agreed to interview a fifth male interview after struggling to 

find participants. One of the female interviewees suggested that her friend would be 

“someone you should talk to.” This was not ideal. That said, deep into research with the early 

cautious optimism long behind me, it became clear that if I wanted male participant 
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interviews, using this snowball technique was necessary. Therefore, I said yes. However, 

even utilizing the snowball sampling technique provided only one male participant. 

All of that said, even getting male participants who did indeed volunteer proved 

difficult. One of the male interview participants could not meet in person for the interview 

because he said “he didn’t have time.” Yet, he had time to do the interview over the phone. 

Another said no at first only to re-respond in agreement on the condition I participate in his 

undergraduate study. Lastly, two of the male interviews were done over the phone (one 

already mentioned) even though both participants lived in the Santa Barbara area. While it is 

conjecture to speculate why, this felt purposeful as if meeting in-person was too exposing. 

While four female interviews were also done over the phone, none of them lived in Santa 

Barbara county and were far more willing to negotiate about how the interview would be 

done. 

The majority of female participants were willing and even eager to participate. While 

attempting to find male participants, I was consistently setting up interviews with female 

participants without any issues. After almost a year of data collection with ten female 

interview participants and only five male interviews, it became clear that obtaining male 

participants for my study would not be as fruitful as I hoped. To reach my goal of 20 

interviews, I continued to contact female survey participants and reached 15 without needing 

to contact all 73 who volunteered their information. Meaning, in this case, it appears that 

women are more inclined to participate in an astrology study than men.  

 

3. Survey Data 
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Constructing my own survey was done based on three metrics: (1) The NSF question 

concerning astrological veracity, i.e. how scientific individuals believe astrology to be; (2) a 

question concerning astrological growth and social media; and (3) a statistic that suggests 

approximately 90% of people know their sun sign (Campion 2012), i.e. their “sign.” In other 

words, I wanted to collect data re: opinions on astrological growth and veracity as well as 

participant social demographics but also attempt to fill gaps of knowledge in those previous 

studies. In particular, I was interested in gaps in knowledge around levels of astrological 

understanding as well as disinterest or distaste of astrology.  

         To begin, I was interested in knowing how many individuals had a more-than-cursory 

engagement with astrology. That is, I wanted to know which participants knew more than 

just their “sign.” To determine this, I asked participants who took the survey if they knew 

their astrological rising sign. The astrological rising sign signifies which constellation of the 

zodiac was rising in the sky at the time of the individual's birth. This is not advanced or even 

necessarily intermediate astrology but would indicate an individual who has engaged in 

astrology more than simply knowing their sun sign. One must have at least engaged with an 

astrology app or consulted an astrologer to get this information. It is not something that can 

be found in the local astrology column. Further, they likely would have had to memorize it to 

indicate it on the survey.  

Finally, I was interested in general distaste or disinterest in astrology. While possibly 

anecdotal, through my own personal experiences from early on in the research process, I 

occasionally perceived hostile indifference and/or a smug condescension towards my area of 

interest. These concerns were validated through discussions with trusted peers and advisors 

and thus it became pertinent to document that in some fashion. Furthermore, my review of 

Theodore Adorno’s The Stars Down to Earth as well as articles in the news media such as 
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Why Straight Men Hate Astrology (Ewens 2018), while speculative, made me feel as if this 

was something that was relevant, indeed. Therefore, in response to their sun sign and rising 

sign, available options were the 12 zodiacal signs (aries, taurus, etc), as well as I don’t know, 

and finally, who cares? Providing “who cares” as an option felt like a subtle, yet clear, way 

to allow a participant to rebel and/or express a dislike for the question and topic in general. 

The results of the survey resulted in some fascinating findings that relate to gender, foremost 

of which appear to concretize the data found in the previous section regarding gender and 

distancing from astrology. While Campion’s (2012) study as well as other polls like Gallup 

and Harris (Curry 2005) yielded a result that 90% to 100% of individuals know their sun 

sign, in this study a similarly staggering 99% of participants indicated they knew their sun 

sun. Further, only 1 (.5%) participant, a male, indicated they didn’t care. Concerning the 

astrological rising sign, 25.5% of participants indicated they know their astrological rising 

sign, 66% did not and 8.5% indicated they did not care. This means that ¼ of the participants 

appear to know more than the most simple of astrology (which actually aligns with the 

proportion of people in western nations that reportedly “believe” in astrology). However, 

these results become more interesting when we look at the gendered component; of the 

25.5% of participants who know their rising sign --  80% were women. Further, while only 1 

participant indicated they didn’t care about their sun sign,  21 (8.5%) participants indicated 

they didn’t care about their astrological rising sign. Of that 21, 11 (53%) were male 9 (43%) 

were female and 2 (9%) did not indicate a preferred gender. While this may appear benign, or 

like an approximately even split, we must take into account that only 73 of the survey 

participants were male while 173 were female. In other words, 15% of all male survey 

participants, or 1 in ~7 male participants indicated they didn’t care about the question 

whereas 3% of the female survey participants, or 1 in ~20, did so. This means that, while 
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slight, when given the opportunity, some male participants appear more willing to dismiss, or 

distance themselves from astrology - even when done so anonymously in the form of a 

survey. This finding aligns conspicuously well with the finding that women are more 

interested in astrology as an area of interest but even more so with the finding that males 

distance themselves from astrology directly. 

 

D. Astrology as a Gendered and Social Phenomenon  

According to these findings, astrology and gender are intertwined. However, it appears to be 

more complex and nuanced than the way in which the participants expressed just through 

interviews and behavior. Although participants unanimously agreed that astrology is a female 

or feminine interest, I believe a more accurate depiction of this finding is to say that 

astrology is an area of interest that is perceived as decidedly not-male. Individuals along the 

gender spectrum in my study all appear to make it clear they believe astrology is not 

something men do or take an interest in. Further, all male interview participants distanced 

themselves from astrology and a significant proportion of anonymous male participants did 

so via the survey. That is an important distinction contrasted against astrology being a female 

interest. Meaning, while it does certainly appear that female interest in astrology is larger 

than male interest, the full picture about that difference is not quite clear. These data appear 

to be backed not only by interview participant claims but by interview participant actions as 

well as by challenges in data collection concerning male participants as well as the survey 

data results.  

 The question now becomes why this gendered relationship to astrology? In the 

following sections, I will review the literature on astrology in connection to gender over, 

approximately, the last 150 years. Through an extensive literature review, I will argue that 
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this connection to astrology and gender began with a new, emerging masculinity in the late 

19th century and began to take serious shape in the US via two major evolutions. First, the 

popularity of the first female astrologer, Evangeline Adams, and second, the emergence of an 

intrinsically minded psychology within academia that was marginalized just as women came 

into the discipline, linking the two by osmosis. Lastly, it was then solidified through several 

decades of mostly male resistance to astrology in academia and finally a groundbreaking 

book that coincided with women finally breaking through as serious psychologists and social 

scientists in the 1960s and 70s. In short, I fill the gap in the sociological literature on 

astrology by speaking to and pulling from literature on masculinity, the evolution of 

psychology as a discipline especially as it pertains to the treatment of women, and finally 

astrological literature generally, but specifically in the context of New Age culture. All of 

this I look at over the last 150 years. 

 

VI. Literature Review 

A. What Do People Think About Astrology? 
 
The majority of research into astrology appears to be about belief in it (Adorno, Brennan 

2016, Curry 2005, Tarnas 2006). Additionally, research abounds concerning the accuracy of 

it (Adorno 1994, Carlson 1985, Carlson 1988, Eysenck & Nias 1982, Gauquelin 1955). More 

recently, astrology seems to attract concerns with its scientific nature (Allum 2010, National 

Science Board 2016). Additionally, historians of astrology, while trying to remain balanced, 

also fall victim to the trappings of belief and accuracy (Bobrick 2005, Holden 1996, Tarnas 

2006). Even Nicholas Campion (2016), the researcher with whom I most resonant 

methodologically, specifically points out the lack of sociological work on astrology and 
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references the incredible gender disparity (Pg. 2). However, he situates much of his work 

within discussions of religion, i.e. belief.  

While I understand and believe the pursuit of those subjects is meritorious in certain 

regards, through my research I found they can also be red herrings. That is to say, there is an 

assumption being made that belief and accuracy are the most important aspect of astrology 

and/or why people engage in it. However, instead of asking questions such as, why do you 

believe in astrology?; Who do you think believes in astrology?; Why do you think astrology 

is real or not real?; or Do you think astrology is accurate? - I ask a much more simple, 

expansive and what I hoped to be generative question - what do you think of astrology? This 

question appears to be one that is generally overlooked. Yet, it became clear to me that there 

is no clear consensus at all. By not limiting my participants to one specific interest or end, 

my research revealed a menagerie of findings, most of which ended up the social domain. In 

short, my findings reveal that most who engage with and discuss astrology in a casual fashion 

in our contemporary moment do so in social ways that often have less to do with belief 

and/or its accuracy. Those things appear, however they are secondary or ancillary to the 

social element. Therefore, while other findings that did indeed revolve around belief and 

accuracy appeared, I do not deal with them specifically within this work as the literature in 

those areas abound. Although, they do of course, play a role within the conversation. More 

importantly perhaps is the fact the strongest finding related to the social domain as it relates 

to gender. Therefore, this literature review will attempt to grapple with what has never before 

been looked at concerning astrology; astrology as a gendered and social phenomenon. By 

reviewing literature on masculinity, the development of psychology as a discipline and 

astrology over the last 150 years, I shine a light on why astrology is perceived as a gendered 

phenomenon.   
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B. Underneath Gendered Stars 

In this study the language is clear, participants identified astrology as an area of interest for 

“women,” “girls,” “ladies” or “females.” Further, through a closer examination as 

specifically an area of interest for “not men.” Therefore, the question of why that correlation 

first emerged and when becomes an important one. However, literature on astrology as a 

gendered social phenomenon is almost entirely absent from the extant academic literature on 

gender and astrology. Meaning, theorizing the emergence of astrology as a gendered 

phenomenon must accompany a review of the literature on astrology in the context of gender. 

Through a literature review of astrology from the late 19th century forward and the 

emergence of gender in science, specifically psychology during that same time, it appears 

that the gendering of astrology began simultaneously with the emergence and popularity of 

astrologer Evangeline Adams. Highlighting an individual and their life in order to historically 

situate an issue has benefits given that it can contextualize complex dynamics over time 

(Rutherford 2017). Consequently, I pursue that line of research by examining Adams up until 

her death in 1932. Afterwards, I focus mainly on the fight to keep astrology out of science, 

specifically in psychology. This struggle appears, in part, to emerge in the absence that 

Adams left as the defender of astrology in the public sphere. However, to say that the 

gendering of astrology was due to Adams because of her status as the first female astrologer 

in the public sphere alone would be a gross oversimplification. That particular era witnessed 

a nexus of shifts that foretell the gendering of astrology; the one most vital to this 

conversation being an implementation of gatekeeping designed to exclude women from 

psychology, and, moreover a zeal in making psychology a masculine, objective and 

specifically non-feminine science. In other words, by distancing cognitive (introspective, i.e. 
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inward-oriented) psychology from behavioral (outward-oriented) psychology and limiting 

women to only the practice of cognitive psychology, it makes the individuals practicing 

behavioral psychology, mainly men, believe/feel they were more practicing a more legitimate 

science. This occurred during the same era in which Adams’ popularity in astrology grew 

exponentially. She became not just a famous astrologer nor a famous female astrology but 

one of the most famous public personas of that era all while she attempted to “raise astrology 

to the dignity of an exact science” (Levine 2014). Thus, we see science and types of science 

being an integral part of claims to legitimacy. 

I then detail the specific process by which these gatekeepers made psychology 

masculine via a stigmatization and dismissal of “introspective,” i.e. cognitive psychology. 

Further, a new masculinity was concretizing in the popular discourse simultaneously; 

specifically a physically vigorous, outward-looking and objective masculinity (Rotundo 

1993). These characteristics were further being identified as decidedly not female. This 

means that a view of masculinity - specifically masculinity that identified itself as not female 

- was concretizing alongside mainstream “objective” psychology (Cattell 1904) also 

identifying itself as not female. At the turn of the century, this characterization of masculinity 

and stigmatization of introspective psychology overlapped with legal condemnation of 

predictive astrology as “fortune telling.” These proscriptions forced astrologers to shift their 

techniques from predictive to psychological, i.e. “introspective” ones (Bobrick 2005). In 

short, the shift from predictive astrology to “introspective” psychological astrology alongside 

the rise of Adams, the first famous female astrologer, conveniently coincided with a 

gendered conception of introspective psychology as not male - linking the two in the public 

imagination. 
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After that moment and the subsequent death of Adams, I examine how the battle for 

legitimacy in psychology revolves in part by how much it can distance itself from astrology. 

In particular, I look at the life of French psychologist-statistician Michel Gauquelin. While 

those in psychology position the debate as one based in reason and logic, the literature 

appears to show that that this is at least partially a smokescreen. In fact, it is a means by 

which the masculine perspective of psychology originated in the late 19th century to 

manifests itself without showing its gendered roots. While that debate continued in academic 

communities on the margins, it took full shape in the 1960s due in large part to new age 

culture, the emergence of second wave feminism and the women’s movement. For astrology, 

all of this coalesced in 1968 with the release of Linda Goodman’s massively successful Sun 

Signs and was solidified via a formal statement called “objections to astrology” by a majority 

male coalition of scientists (Bok 1975, Campion 2009, Thagard 1978). While men certainly 

played a role in the astrology community, it is in this moment that we see the full embrace of 

astrology as feminine (Feher 1992). This linkage of astrology and the feminine would go on 

from both a qualitative (Feher 1992) and quantitative (Campion 2012) perspective. I mark 

this period, specifically via sociological work done by Shoshanah Feher (1992), as the 

culminating moment in which astrology ossifies not only in the zeitgeist via social science as 

a female interest but more subtly as an interest that is non-masculine.  

I conclude by briefly looking at the conversation around astrology and gender in the 

contemporary moment. With that 150 year history in perspective, it will hopefully be clear 

that astrology has not simply been situated as a feminine interest but situated as not 

masculine. In short, astrology lives and is situated by a conversation that is underneath 

gendered stars. That is to say it is deeply colored by behaviors related to the norms around 

gender. The implications of that fact will then be unpacked in the discussion section. 
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C. Situating Astrology, Psychology and Gender at the Turn of the 20th Century 

Because astrology has millenia-long presence, choosing the late 19th century as the point of 

departure for the historical context of my analysis may seem arbitrary. However, I focus on 

this particular moment for two reasons; the dawning of two new types of male masculinity 

(Rotundo 1993) and the birth of the most famous astrologer of the 20th century, Evangeline 

Adams (Christino 2018).  

There is a certain irony to the feminizing of astrology as it has been a field of study 

for at least 4,000 years (Brennan 2016, Bobrick 2005, Campion 2009, Holden 1996, Thagard 

1975). In that history, female astrologers appear almost completely absent until the late 19th 

and early 20th centuries (Bobrick 2005, Brennan 2016, Burns 2018, Holden 1996). In other 

words, for almost its entirety, astrology appeared to be a field entirely dominated by men. 

This point was recently expressed in an interview by author, historian of traditional 

astrology, classics and one of the foremost experts on female archetypes in astrology, 

Demetra George. She explained, “throughout most of astrology’s history as far as we know, 

the major practitioners and clients were men, but in the last century and a half, most of the 

clients certainly and a majority of practitioners were women” (Brennan 2020).  

This recent change, historically speaking, begs the question of what happened to 

cause such a shift? I argue that it was not a singular thing that tied astrology to femininity but 

a fulcrum of events that began with the masculine distancing from the feminine in the late 

19th century. It has been established that one of the surest of ways to claim one’s masculinity 

is through diminishment, dismissal and distancing from anything feminine (Connell 1995, 

Kimmel 2008). This tactic is implemented through the marginalization and exclusion of 

women from the genesis of academic psychological studies. Further, it occurred 
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simultaneous to the emergence of the “assertive man” as a masculine sex role. The 

marginalization of women in behavioral psychology and into cognitive psychology 

simultaneous to an encouragement of the assertive man ideal overlapped to discourage men 

in both implicit and explicit ways from contemplative, i.e. cognitive psychological studies 

beginning also in the late 19th century (Furumoto 1996). This, in conjunction with a shift 

from predictive astrology to psychological astrology, further discouraged men who 

previously dominated the world of astrological knowledge in the United States to dismiss 

astrology, calling it pseudo-scientific (Levine 2014) and psycho-babble (Holden 1996). For 

all of these reasons, it feels apt to situate the review of the literature starting here. 

 

D. The Transition from Prediction and Prescription to Description 

When a young Evangeline Adams walked into the Windsor Hotel in March of 1899 and 

listed her occupation as “astrologer,” the owner, curious, asked about his fate. She inquired if 

there had been any fires in the hotel in recent days to which he responded that there were no 

“serious” ones. She warned that if there had not been one yet, he should be wary of one to 

come - imminently. The next day, the Windsor Hotel burned to the ground (Burns 2018, 

Christino 2019).  

 Although apparently verified by the owner himself (Christino 2019), the veracity of 

this prediction has been debated (Christino 2019, Brennan 2019). True or not, that encounter 

would catapult Evangeline and her practical “science of the stars” astrology into popular 

consciousness (Bobrick 2005, Brennan 2019 Christino 2019), making her the most famous 

astrologer of her era (Burns 2018) who would go on to build the “greatest astrology business 

in history” (Levine 2014). This moment was significant not simply because Adams 

popularized astrology in the United States but because prior to her national prominence, the 
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list of serious female astrologers documented in history can be counted on one hand, maybe 

just one finger.10 Thus, Adams’ rise marked a turning point in the understanding of astrology. 

A woman becoming famous during that time in and of itself is remarkable but a woman 

becoming successful for something such as astrology, an area of interest that lived at the 

fringes and was mainly practiced by men most of whom were doctors, was even more so. It 

was a new era for astrology. 

Before the emergence of psychological astrology, from approximately the 12th 

century to the point in which Evangeline comes to prominence in the early 20th, astrology 

was tied in large part to medicine. During the late middle ages, “Chairs of astrology were 

established at the Universities of Paris, Padua, Milan, Bologna, Florence, Vienna and 

Oxford” (Bobrick 2005). “Astrologer-Physicians” were common and when the plague 

devastated Europe, the university of Paris formally replied to the king that the astrological 

reasoning was a conjunction of prominent planets in addition to an eclipse (Pg. 98). While 

astrology was no longer taught in the universities after the late 18th century, it was still 

nothing incredibly notable when, right before the turn of the 20th century, Evangeline 

learned her method of astrology from a physician by the name of Smith (Bobrick 2005, 

Holden 1996, Christino 2018). Dr. J Heber Smith was a New England family physician who 

 
10 While there are several notable to those familiar with astrological history, I am specifically referencing two 
women - Madam Blavatsky and Elsbeth Ebertin. These two women gained some notoriety outside the sphere of 
the astrologically savvy. However, they are both European and because my study is primarily focused on 
America and Evangeline Adams which I feel is more central to my findings, I omit these two for the most part. 
That said, it is also partially because Ebertin’s work is primarily published in German and her life and work has 
yet to be fully translated and discovered from an American academic perspective. Although that work is being 
done (Brennan 2018) and I suspect will reveal more about how she helped popularize astrology alongside Alan 
Leo from a European perspective. While most know of Madam Blavatsky because of her influence on 
spiritualism and early New Age culture (who in fact crossed paths with Adams), few outside of the astrology 
community know of Elsbeth Ebertin who, similar to Adams, came to prominence via a single prediction. In 
1924, through the pages of a popular German “annual,” Elsbeth warned an up and coming German leader - 
Hitler - to steer clear of causing trouble so as to not “trigger off an uncontrollable crisis.” His reply, “What on 
earth have women and the stars to do with me?” (Bobrick 2005: 285).  
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Evangeline respected and took to quickly. Under his tutelage, she learned the long history of 

as the “science” of astrology and referred to it as such until she died (Christino 2018). In 

other words, to Evangeline Adams astrology was a science and she took it, and the term, very 

seriously.11 

However scientific Adams and those who practiced medical astrology thought it to 

be, the spiritual element was certainly there as well. William Allen, a sort-of male, English 

equivalent to Evangeline who is better known as Alan Leo had already begun implementing 

his own brand of astrology that intertwined ideas of Theosophy and made the sun ‘the 

universal principle’(Bobrick 2005, Holden 1996). Along with astrology’s aforementioned 

removal from the universities, this simple change to “sun sign astrology” complicated 

astrology as a scientific notion and was a marked difference in the tradition of astrology 

which at the time, by and large, took into account all the planets in their positions before rank 

ordering one better than others. Leo, closely aligned with the spiritualist Madam Blavatsky, 

not only made prediction of lesser import than its “spiritual dimension” (Bobrick 2005: 268) 

 
11  Because the “science” of astrology migrated from Europe and our main focus is America, it is likely prudent 
here to briefly discuss the migration of astrology between Europe and America. Further, it helps distinguish 
what is called traditional astrology, which is typically concerned with prediction from psychological astrology, 
which is typically concerned with the workings of the mind.  It was England that led the astrological charge 
before spreading to America and the rest of Europe (Tarnas 2006, Pg. 74). In fact, it was not until the English 
astrologer William Lilly’s Christian Astrology in 1647 (Campion 2009) that there was an English text on 
astrology at all. Lilly’s influence via the three volume book was massive (Kassel 2007). It was his emphasis on 
historical examples with an exquisite care for detail that apparently would influence how astrological 
practitioners would carry the tradition forward until relatively recently. It is in this careful, methodical and 
“scientific” tradition that Heber taught Adams (Christino 2018). And while Nicholas Campion does a great 
service in his sociological research (Campion 2002, Campion 2009, Campion 2012), because his focus is 
mainly European-centric and other sociological texts on astrology like Richard Tarnas’ Cosmos and Psyche 
only mention the spread of Astrology through Europe into America in a brief paragraph, it is sociologically 
unclear to me how the specific information flows from Europe to America took place. That said, it is well 
documented that both Alan Leo (who I will introduce shortly) and Evangeline Adams took many trips back and 
forth between continents (Christino 2018). Furthermore, Alice Bailey, one of the founders of the Theosophical 
tradition in the UK moved to California sometime in the 19-teens (Campion 2012) which indicates that the lines 
of astrological communication between continents by the late 19th, early 20th century were rather fluid. For all 
of these reasons, I simply assume that the astrological trends being taken up by England were making their way 
to America shortly thereafter and the influence was bilateral rather than unidirectional at the time I am focused. 
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but also “injected a note of esotericism into English astrology” (Holden 1996). Adams’ also 

sometimes spoke of astrology in more metaphysical ways, saying things like, “it wasn’t until 

astrology that I found any basic relation between myself and the universe.” However, 

following in the tutelage of Dr. Smith, her discussion of and approach to astrology was a 

practical, pragmatic and down to earth one (Christino 2018). While Leo and Adams had 

some major differences, it was actually what they had in common that was most important 

for our purposes here -- the law. 

In 1911, Evangeline was arrested for fortune telling and in 1914, the UK similarly 

charged Alan Leo under “The Vagrancy Act” (Bobrick 2005, Holden 1996, Levine 2014). 

Adams, headstrong and indignant about being characterized as anything but a scientist, 

defended herself in court and won (Bobrick 2005, Christino 2018, Holden 1996, Levine 

2014) while Leo who practiced his theosophical sun-central astrology lost. It is important to 

take a closer look at the differences between the two cases.  

Adams’ intention was to “raise astrology to the dignity of an exact science” which she 

did in the eyes of the court when the judge dismissed her charges and gave a glowing opinion 

of Adams and her display of skill (Levine 2014).12 However, what we should pause to 

examine is why Adams won - her methodology.  Especially notable here is Judge Freschi’s 

opinion. To him, Evangeline used a scientific approach to demonstrate how she was a science 

practitioner rather than a fortune teller. He said, “Every fortune teller is a violator of the law 

but not every astrologer is a fortune teller. I believe there is a line of distinction… the former 

is a charlatan, an oppressor, an imposter, the latter is surely not…” (Christino 2018). In short, 

Judge Freschi was calling Adams a scientist rather than a fortune teller. What is notable is 

 
12 Although in the court of public opinion, many found Judge Freschi’s decision dubious and called Adams’ 
performance “a well-developed pseudoscience” (Levine 2014). 
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how this scientific, i.e. masculine approach, was able to save a woman’s reputation. 

However, the same was not true for Alan Leo, a man.  

Alan Leo, who practiced a Theosophical, i.e. spiritual approach, to astrology was 

charged and found guilty (Bobrick 2005). Although he only received a relatively small fine, 

after his court loss, Leo’s attorney specifically advised him “that the prediction of 

psychological tendencies rather than specific events would not be considered to be ‘fortune 

telling’” (Holden 1996). Thus, Leo revised all of his public delineations from ‘future events’ 

to ‘psychological indications.” This change ushered in what was called “psychological 

astrology” (Bobrick 2005: 269). This marks a milestone for the public perception of 

astrology - methodology matters when considering the legitimacy of astrology, maybe more 

so than gender. In short, it appears a man who practices a feminine form of astrology (Leo)  

is more likely to be condemned than a woman who practices a masculine form of astrology 

(Adams). The ripple effects of such a moment will not be fully understood for years to come. 

However, the subsequent fear of legal ramifications created sufficient enough concern that 

astrologers began to stop predicting and instead began describing personalities. Even Adams 

toned down some of the more audacious public prognostications that made her famous 

(Christino 2018). 

Toning down her predictions was not a deal breaker for Adams. With the Windsor 

Hotel fire mythologized in her history and the momentum of a court case victory at her back, 

Adams’ popularity soared (Christino 2018). She moved into an office in Carnegie Hall, 

reached millions through her weekly horoscopes, began a radio show and started rubbing 

elbows with public and prominent personalities in New York (Levine 2014). The legal threat 

was real, however, and the Theosophical-spiritual based approach was en vogue likely 

because it was simpler and did not arouse the suspicions of the law. In other words, even 
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though Adams scientific approach had won the day, the momentum had indeed shifted from 

prediction of events to description of character, especially because astrologers without the 

cache of Adams did not dare tempt fate. Accordingly, psychological astrology was 

blossoming and even though it was not the type of astrology she practiced, as the flagship 

enterprise and most popular astrologer in the United States, Adams was most certainly 

intrinsically tied to it. Evangeline, who according to most readings appeared oblivious to 

anything that did not involve her personally, may not have even been aware of such a shift. 

However, the evidence was stark as her publisher presented her books, conspicuously, 

alongside cognitive, inward-oriented psychologists such as William James, Sigmund Freud 

and Carl Jung (Levine 2014). 

 

E. Masculinity at the Turn of the 20th Century and The Gendering of Psychology  

It was not simply that Evangeline Adams was a famous female astrologer who came into 

fame; indeed, it was a collision of historical situations. The astrological shift from predicting 

events to psychological description central among them, especially because of the 

considerable interest in psychology at the time and the men who were forming the norms 

around the field. Furumoto (1996) argues that it was the intention of early male psychologists 

that psychology “express a masculine viewpoint.” These same psychologists discouraged 

“coeducation” i.e. the mixing of the sexes in schools, because of the belief that it “turned 

boys gay” (Kimmel 2008). What comes into focus here is a specific type of masculinity that 

is fomenting. Gender was becoming a “moral and political” issue and fear of “womanly 

men” was transforming American masculinity, creating ripple effects throughout the country, 

especially in academic psychology (Rotundo 1993). 
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In response to the supposed feminine habits and pursuits “creeping” into the lives of 

bourgeois men in the early 19th century, two “types” of men begin to emerge: “The 

separation of males into the rough and the tender--the manly from the unmanly - produced 

cultural types in the late nineteenth century that gained tremendous importance” (Rotundo 

1993). The rough and tumble, adventurous and explorative man was emerging especially as 

explorers reached for “unexplored” territories from Africa to the Amazon to Antarctica 

(Grann 2005). However, a type of character emerging is different than giving a name to the 

type. The title of the type may not have ever gained traction if it were not for respected 

psychologist William James who took to, and elaborated this idea of the two types of men. 

James simplified the two types into “the strong, assertive man” and the “gentle, 

contemplative one.” Suddenly, the “types” of man were scientific. While James’ attempt was 

apparently genuine in its desire for neutrality, they were hierarchically placed when king of 

the assertive men (mythologically speaking) and president of the United States, Theodore 

Roosevelt declared “the tender scrupulous man as a threat to the nation and the tough, 

assertive one as a national savior.” Thus, it was decreed that gentle-man characteristics 

symbolized the decline of the United States. 

Falling in line with the president's remarks, other prominent13 American 

psychologists such as Edward Titchener, G Stanley Hall and James McKeen Cattell began to 

espouse psychology and manhood have similar characteristics (Furumoto 1996, Rotundo 

 
13 Of worthy comment is that many of the men who I label prominent or as gatekeepers appeared to be in 
conversation with each other. Furthermore, many of their names such as Wundt, Skinner, James, Hall, Freud, 
Jung, Boring, Cattell all appear in the article Historians' and Chairpersons' Judgments of Eminence Among 
Psychologist (Korn et al. 1991). The one name who does not, interestingly emerge in the article is that of 
William Titchener who may have been omitted for the vice of hubris which I attempt to point out here. That is 
pure speculation, however. The point is that their inclusion in this article I reference means their influences 
were enormous. This article further inspects the equally enormous absence of female names from the records of 
eminence even though their has certainly been some important women who did incredible work.  
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1993, Titchener 1921). Namely psychology should be objective and decidedly not 

introspective, not reflective and not related to contemplation (Cattell 1904). Even Wilhelm 

Wundt’s (1916) Elements of Folk Psychology which would later be considered brilliant and 

usher in the “cognitive revolution” was overlooked, likely because while it did centralize 

“physiology,” it did not dismiss the mind. “The examination of the mental processes that 

underlie the various forms in which social experience comes to expression involves a 

procedure which supplements, in an important way, the traditional psychological methods.” 

In short, psychology was founded with the idea that there is an integral, if not indispensable, 

connection between mind and body and therefore behavioral psychology must also account 

for cognitive psychology. However, in the heat of the debate, pushback was inevitable even 

if subtle. William Titchener, one of the foremost American psychological gatekeepers during 

the 1910s and 20s summarizes Wundt (one year after his death, conspicuously) as the “father 

of psychology” while subtly diminishing the role of introspection in his paper (1921) 

Wilhelm Wundt. 

 

“the former [statistics] is an indirect method, since it bears primarily upon 

practical and not upon theoretical psychology. It brings with it, nevertheless, 

an extension of psychological observation; it furnishes psychology with new 

facts, guaranteed by the law of large numbers: and in so far it is related to the 

direct method of experiment. This second method [experimental i.e.theoretical 

and mental], Wundt declares, is in principle applicable over the whole range 

of general psychology. There is no hint of restriction of which we later 

become familiar. But neither is there, so far as I can see, any hint that the use 
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of experiment is to safeguard the procedure and assure the results of that 

Selbstbeobachtung [introspection] with which all psychology begins.” 

 

In short, Titchener is saying that while psychology may owe its genesis to theoretical 

ideas of the mind, ideas that began with Wundt, psychology has now evolved into a newer, 

more precise science of statistics and numbers - a more masculine science. It is curious that 

Titchener takes such a stance on Wundt since Wundt himself believed that the most 

important aspect of psychology is “immediate experience” (Blumenthal 1975), he simply 

would not discount other processes that may occur -- likely because of his philosophical 

background. 

Regardless of the reasons, Titchener continues to diminish Wundt all the while 

appearing magnanimous towards him, “I have no wish to belittle his originality; if I had, the 

attempt to do so would be futile. Ideas of this sort, however, do not spring readymade from 

the thought of an individual” (Titchener 1921) He then lays out a lineage of other more 

logical thinkers from which Wundt must have taken some ideas. Said differently, Titchener 

is positing that Wundt’s original ideas were a good start but were now outdated and it was 

time for the newer, younger, more evolved minds to prevail. It is incredibly suspicious that 

this article was published just one year after the death of Wundt, meaning Wundt could make 

no defense. Further, it is a strange irony since Titchener and Wundt essentially agreed with 

each other except for the semantics; Wundt believing in a “volitional” experimental 

psychology while Titchener believed in a “structuralist” experimental psychology 

(Blumenthal 1975). It may simply have been a pupil attempting to carve out a niche but it 

certainly occurred during a time when moving as far away as possible from relating to 

volitional, read as: “voluntary” or “cognitive” or “introspective” was en vogue.  
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While Titchener was somewhat kind, if not patronizing, towards individual 

psychological giants of the past like Wundt, others like Cattell were shaping its future 

through new norms more specifically. Claims about expressions of manhood were related to 

body-building, muscular body image, physical assertiveness with a “predilection for 

activity.” All these comments appear to be part of a campaign in the psychological 

establishment at the time, both public and private, that were included as part of the 

“rancorous” debate about what was “natural” concerning gender and psychology (Furumoto 

1996).  

While the debate may have been raging somewhat privately, Roosevelt's public 

remarks about the tender man as a threat to the nation cemented the new, assertive male 

archetype in the public sphere and men were embracing it (Rotundo 1993). It was not just 

rhetoric either, it was becoming practice as well. Early American psychologist John Watson 

said of psychology that, “introspection formed no part of its [psychology’s] method” (Brown 

1996) and while it only became popularly known via BF Skinner and operant conditioning 

vis-a-vis “behaviorism” - the study of objective reactions to stimulus - gained favor and took 

hold in psychology in the early 20th century (Brown 1996). This objective, non-introspective 

type of psychology mapped perfectly onto the “the assertive man” type. In other words, the 

new masculine archetype of behavioral, non-introspective psychology was being 

synonomized with the new mainstream psychology - behaviorism. In fact, it is not until 

Talcott Parsons theorizing around Freudian ideas in the 1940s and 50s using sex roles and 

socialization in the family that we see an implementation of, and thus seriousness 

surrounding, introspection. While Freud and his ideas about dreams and the subconscious 

mind were certainly well known during his life (Hunt 1993), it was Parsons' work around 

how the physical roles we enact get psychologically internalized - which coincidentally 
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supported theories of female subordination - that legitimated the mind as psychologically 

worthy of deeper study. In other words, it was not until Parsons’ work that psychology as a 

discipline began to take serious psychological mechanisms as an inner process (Carrigan, 

Connel & Lee 1985). Interestingly, this is when the “cognitive revolution” was born even 

though its founder, Wilhelm Wundt, had been discussing and theorizing ideas around 

“mental functioning; thoughts, images and feelings”, i.e. “perceptual processes” since the 

inception of psychology (Mcleod 2008).  

In short, objective, i.e. physical forms of psychology had been normalized through 

public debate and discourse on psychology by prominent American figureheads like 

Roosevelt and academics like Cattell, Hall and Titchener. This was then solidified in practice 

through behaviorism. A more introspective psychology was marginalized only to be adopted 

much later when it became useful to the psychological “mainstream” because it supported the 

a priori premise that masculinity is dominant and femininity is demure. This will become 

even more clear in the next section. 

 

F. Exclusion and Marginalization of Women from Psychology  

At first, my omission of women from the history of psychology thus far may appear to 

document a natural predisposition towards men and psychology or natural distance between 

psychology and women. I am saying neither. As you will see, I am suggesting that women 

were specifically excluded. Moreover, when they were included they were marginalized. In 

the early 20th century around the time that Evangeline Adams was predicting the Windsor 

Hotel fire, “Mr. Psychology” Edwin G. Boring was under the mentorship of Edward 

Titchener who considered its objective nature paramount (Rutherford 2015). Considered two 

of the most ardent psychology gatekeepers of the time, Boring and Titchener believed in a 
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masculine code of conduct and openly proposed that women psychologists were more apt to 

be “testers” rather than grand theorists (Rutherford 2015). Other prominent names in 

psychology were even more adamant. When discussing the application of Miriam Van 

Waters into the Doctoral Program of Psychology, Jonas Clark, the founder of Clark College 

declared himself in “solid agreement” with psychologist G. Stanley Hall’s written testimony 

that, “I am strongly opposed to giving women the slightest foothold in the college.” Miriam 

would ultimately be admitted however, but her interest in a humanistic and philosophical 

approach did not align with the “mainstream,” i.e. masculine, perspectives being perpetuated 

at the time. Thus, she was essentially pushed out of the discipline (Furumoto 1996).  

Women in psychology being “funneled” into more “gender-typical” areas was not 

uncommon at the time (Rutherford 2017). Not all women were forced to do the gender 

typical, introspective psychological work, however, some enjoyed it and excelled at it. 

Though that did not mean that significant challenges were not leveled against them. Mary 

Whiton Calkins took up the philosophical approach and pioneered work on “self-

psychology.” However, because Harvard did not yet award women PhDs they would not 

confer her the earned doctoral diploma and title (Grohol 2019). And while Calkins was 

recognized much later as a pioneer, other women who took up the mainstream psychological 

work of the time were overlooked. For example, women such as Helen B. Wooley and Leta 

Stetter Hollingsworth who challenged the proposal of women’s intellectual inferiority were 

overlooked (Eagly et al. 2012). Further, others Jessie Taft and Elsie Crews Parsons, were 

simply “forgotten” (Carrigan, Connel & Lee 1985). Lastly, it is interesting indeed that the 

first woman to earn a PhD in Psychology, Margaret Floy Washburn (Korn et al. 1991) wrote 

The Animal Mind - an intriguing title considering the time it was written and the context of 

mental processes discussed here. Meaning, the first woman to earn her PhD degree wrote 
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something regarding the mind during a time when mainstream psychology regarded 

cognitive psychology as lesser psychology. Adding to the complexity is that one of her 

mentors was Edward Titchener (Washburn 1913, pg vi), who both pedestaled and minimized 

the work of Wilhelm Wundt and appeared resistant to work on inner processes. One cannot 

help but wonder if Washburn was forced not only to study the mind as a consequence of the 

social pressures around women in psychology but more specifically the animal mind; 

animals likely being viewed as lesser than humans in the context of psychological science.   

It would be easy to dismiss all of this as simply part of the uphill battle women were 

facing at the time in a discipline that was resistant to change. However, I want to bring in a 

slightly tangential but relevant example, one that may be helpful to contextualize what was 

happening during this critical time period. One could chalk up these first women in 

psychology as small wins towards a bigger battle being fought that would later spring forth 

more clearly in the 1960s and 70s. However, by doing so, we would miss the tributary 

narratives that are important. One such story that parallels the one in the psychological 

marginalization of women occurred in sociology. At the turn of the century, during the era in 

which Evangeline was making bold predictions in New York, Jane Addams and the Hull 

House movement in Chicago were creating a space for both women and African-Americans a 

whole host of issues, from “criminology” to “social class and labor relations” to “play and 

calling for the need for playgrounds” and much more (Deegan 2002). While Jane Addams 

and Hull House is semi-immortalized, rightly so, as groundbreaking, what is less discussed is 

that, “many of the women in the Hull House School for Race Relations... held positions... at 

the University of Chicago between 1892 and 1920” but “in 1920 all the women (emphasis 

added) in sociology… were transferred out of sociology and into social work” (Deegan 

1978). Professor of Sociology Mary Jo Deegan called this “the dark era of patriarchal 
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ascendency in sociology” and saying further, “it was particularly devastating for African-

Americans and women in sociology” (Deegan 2002, Pg. 10). While this dark era was in 

reference to what she called “ancient evils” i.e. racism and sexism, what is also clear is that 

social work was not on the same level of scientific status as sociology. Social work was 

scientifically of lesser status and sociology as a relatively new discipline, just like 

psychology, was attempting to carve out a niche for itself as more scientific. And because 

women were viewed as less scientific, the further from the discipline they were, the better it 

looked scientifically for the discipline of sociology. Thinking about this in the context of 

psychology, it actually appears those involved in sociology were lucky to have had Hull 

House and social work as a refuge. The question that then arises in the context of my 

particular research is, what happens to the women who were marginalized and pushed out in 

psychology? The answer appears to be that with no Hull House equivalent, these women 

remain in psychology but they toil, so to speak, in the areas relating only to the cognitive 

mind, an area that at the time was seen as scientifically lesser because it was more 

contemplative and thus feminine.  

In short summary, at the turn of the 20th century, men dominated the field of 

academic psychology. Additionally, many of the gatekeepers of the discipline perpetuated a 

specific type of psychology that they were attempting to make synonymous with an 

objective, physical masculinity that aligned with “the assertive man” as opposed to the 

“gentle, contemplative man.”  While this era was one in which women were beginning to 

enter into institutions of higher education, it was also an era in which women were being 

pushed out of certain disciplines to make said discipline look more scientific. This is most 

easily exemplified with the entire female student and faculty population being pushed out of 

the sociology department at the University of Chicago and into social work. While no such 
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dramatic event occurred in psychology, women were marginalized and funneled into areas of 

the discipline, specifically introspective, cognitive i.e. mind-oriented psychology as well as 

applied psychology (read as: “testers”) by the male gatekeepers of the discipline. Now we 

begin to see how introspective psychology and women start to become linked through mutual 

marginalization by the mostly male mainstream psychological academy as well as through 

public discourse. With that in better view, the connection to astrology will become clearer as 

well.  

 

 

G. Astrology Adopts Introspective Psychology 

While women were being marginalized in psychology, it would still be some time before 

women and astrology would become linked. A series of processes had to take place before 

that conjunction would formalize, first of which was a coalescing between astrology and 

introspective psychology. 

 While the marginalization of introspective psychology was indeed occurring, it did 

not just vanish into the abyss. It still existed in healthy doses but was “operating somewhat 

out of the orthodoxy of academic psychology” (Brown 1996). In other words, it had been 

pushed to the margins. Those who occupied that marginal space were those such as the 

aforementioned William James, Carl Jung and to a lesser but still relevant extent, Sigmund 

Freud. While popular today for their psychological work during that time, these thinkers 

were not necessarily part of the mainstream, academic psychological canon in their 

contemporary moment. I suggest that the reasons were less obvious than we may assume. 

Their contemplative type of psychology was viewed as not masculine enough during a time 

(1915-1955) when objective i.e. assertive and masculine psychology dominated. As 
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previously discussed, it was not until Parsons engaged in the world of Freud in the 40s and 

50s and the (re)birth of cognitive psychology that it became palatable to mainstream 

psychology. While I expect there may be pushback for such a statement as Freud was 

certainly well known (Hunt 1996), the fact was that until Parson’s work, it was not taken 

seriously inside of the mainstream psychological discipline. Further, it would not be fully 

accepted in psychology until Erik Erikson’s (1963) model of psychosocial development 

which was an extension and reformulation of Freud’s work that Freud would become widely 

accepted within the discipline (Brown 1996).14 

All this is to elucidate that, whether desired or not, a shared marginalization appears 

to have pushed the emerging psychological astrology towards introspective psychology. 

Further, via spiritual awakening and legal prosecution, astrology was taking seriously the 

intrinsic, internal psychological processes of people  at the same time that psychologists like 

James, Jung and Freud were working at the margins doing the same thing. It should be no 

surprise, therefore, that under all of the aforementioned conditions, astrology adopts the ideas 

as well as individuals which are marginal to their disciplines.  

A key figure in this bridge of the marginal was Professor of Mythology Joseph 

Campbell. Scholars often use Campbell as the link between the marginal and the mainstream. 

 
14 This is purely speculation, however, I imagine Freud in his day as a sort of Malcolm Gladwell figure. 
Malcolm Gladwell being a journalist who writes on social ideas like a sociologist or social psychologist. One of 
his most popular ideas being that mastery of any subject takes 10,000 hours. When it was written, it was not 
backed by science but simply well thought out and interestingly written. Because of that, it certainly made 
Gladwell incredibly popular and well liked. It may well come to light that his ideas are true and then he would 
be ushered into social psychology by history as one of the most important thinkers of this era. The comparison 
may be slightly off though as Gladwell is a journalist, not a sociologist or social psychologist, and Freud was 
most definitely a psychologist. However, they are indeed similar in that Freud’s ideas took him around Europe 
and sporadically elsewhere to speak similar to the popularity and fanfare of Gladwell. They were both names 
known in their day but neither considered formally legitimate in the fields in which they wrote at the time they 
wrote. 
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For example, in the seminal work Cosmos and Psyche (2006), Richard Tarnas15 lays out a 

thought-provoking treatise on how astrology may provide a new worldview. He proposes that 

it is a counterargument to the dichotomous global paradigm he suggests we have currently. 

While Tarnas spends the first 40 pages laying out this worldview, he speaks nothing of 

astrology per se except by often referring to “cosmos” or “cosmology.”16 However, as he 

transitions from laying out what was to what could be, he specifically uses Campbell as his 

rubicon and ushers the reader into a new reality, one where astrology is central (Pg. 43). A 

second, more succinct reason Campbell is a bridge is because Campbell at the very least 

patronized astrology via an encounter with Evangeline Adams early in his life (Christino 

2018). In other words, Freud, Jung and James live at the margins but Campbell, as a well-

respected professor via his study of myth and religion is very often used as a sort of go-

between for those who look to bridge astrology, psychology and academia generally. 

Tarnas, building on Jung, refers to this confluence of marginal ideas as “depth 

psychology.” I focus briefly on Tarnas’ work because it is the most notable work on depth 

psychology, history and astrology that exists. It is a behemoth work of staggering depth and 

complexity that took Tarnas over 30 years to write and me over a month to read in the midst 

of this literature review. A sober question that should come to any academic or intellectual 

after reading it even if one does not agree with its thesis is, why has this work received little 

 
15 Tarnas himself is a sort of symbolic representation of an adoption of astrology as he was a respected 
academic for his bestselling The Passion of the Western Mind only to be slowly left out of the canon as he 
began to research the cosmological musings of western traditions which appeared to have veered to close to the 
astrological sun for many.  
 
16 I have come to discover that this is a clever way for academics to still study “astrology” while not calling it 
such. My favorite example is in Nicola Denzey Lewis’ Cosmology and Fate in Gnosticism and Graeco Roman 
Antiquity in which she calls it “astral fatalism.” It may actually be that “astrology” is the most modern name for 
it and other terms such as “astral fatalism” or “cosmology” are traditionally more correct but it still does feel to 
me a disguise so as to make the scholar slightly more armored from attack. 
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to no attention? While book reviews were generous because of what I can only assume is 

Tarnas’ status via his previous work, the applause was muted, indeed. A good summary of its 

reviews is here: “It is worth reading but this reviewer remains to be convinced of its 

arguments” (Lousteaux 2006). A reasonable explanation for why such a piece of work has 

not been given proper attention could be that it is simply too far out there; and too dense. 

That may be right. However, I am suggesting there may be other more subtle reasons that 

have to do with how we perceive astrology. Meaning, the stigma may not come from a purely 

rational basis but from a social one. These ideas are simply too marginal to be considered no 

matter how interesting or persuasive. To conceive of them as reasonable would be to cast 

your lot in with the rest of those at the margins; a dangerous social and professional conceit.  

Depth Psychology exists though and has grown into something less marginal by 

slowly adopting those at the margins with fascinating ideas that resonate with many but are 

not accepted by the whole. If Tarnas’ work is the literary manifestation of one man’s 30+ 

years of research, certain schools can be seen as the manifestation of decades worth of 

amalgamations of many. Pacifica Graduate Institute - where both Joseph Campbell and 

Richard Tarnas have taught - The Centre for Psychological Astrology, the Sophia Centre for 

Cosmological Research - where previously mentioned Nicholas Campion currently teaches - 

and The California Institute for Integral Sciences - where the program Philosophy, 

Cosmology and Consciousness was founded and run by none other than Richard Tarnas. 

Furthermore, Chani Nicholas, an alumnus, is currently, arguably the most well known 

astrologer on earth. These schools implement traditional academic coursework and rigor with 

alternative paradigms that incorporate, if not centralize, a “cosmological”, i.e. astrological, 

framework into their curriculum. They incorporate the work of Jung, James, Freud, Campbell 

and others whose work is not part of the mainstream canon. Of course, I am focusing on 
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them now when their roots have finally shown some sprouts. However, I believe that their 

genesis vis-a-vis the ideas and pioneers appear in the early to mid 20th century and that 

commonality is significant. We return there to better see the roots. 

It is necessary to be clear that these introspective academics that I mention, while 

marginalized at different degrees by the mainstream, enjoyed some reverie, acceptance and 

use among the astrological community; but that does not mean the feelings were necessarily 

mutual. While some like Jung (Jung 2018) and Campbell (Christino 2018) are documented to 

have practiced, engaged in and enjoyed astrology, Freud and Jung famously parted ways 

based specifically on these types of ideas. In fact, Freud was quite adamantly anti-astrology 

as time went on (Campion 2009) and thus, Jungs attachment to astrology versus Freud’s 

denunciation of it highlights the divide and ongoing debate within the psychological world.16 

The grander point, however, and one that synthesizes everything discussed thus far is that 

astrology embraced the marginalized ideas that women were forced to embrace as well. 

Further, because astrology embraced the marginalized aspects of psychology, it embraces the 

marginalized people attached to it and the people from whence those ideas sprang. In other 

words, the forced adoption of psychology by astrology to evade legal prosecution parallels 

women being forced to acquire marginalized areas of psychology if they wished to pursue 

it.17 Here, there is a decided comingling of marginalization between psychology and 

astrology in a particular era of history that appears to be significant. What emerges now is a 

unique, albeit unintended, group formed around psychology because of a shared 

 
17 It is also feels incredibly important to note that all the leaders of these marginalized schools of thought were 
men even though the contemplative man was being marginalized. In other words, it appears even the 
marginalized men hold a privilege in the relative structure of hierarchy, still to this day, in that no women are 
credited as pioneers within this movement as far as I can tell. While I did not delve into this observation, I think 
it is an important thing to note. 
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marginalization. Through what appears to be osmosis, i.e. an unintended confluence of 

events, this group then becomes composed of the introspective psychologist, the female 

psychologist and the astrologer, who was becoming increasingly more psychological. 

 

H. The Concretization of Assertive Masculinity and The Death of Adams 

Demetra George (1986) situates the rise of the women’s movement beginning with Susan B. 

Anthony and Elizabeth Cady Stanton in the early 19th century to the rise of the feminine 

presence in astrology. However, she says it does not “bear fruit” until the 1970s. George’s 

claim then is that there is a synchronicity between the emergence of these women and the 

first four planetary bodies named after women. Thus, the implication was synchronicity again 

in the 1970s.18 Indeed, the late 1960s through the 1970s were an incredibly important 

moment for astrology and women and it may be synchronistic indeed that the discovery and 

naming of the first four asteroids coincided with first wave feminism. However, I have 

shown that there were social forces at work, especially around masculinity within the 

political and academic spheres, that fill in the gap between the women of the early 19th 

century and the women’s movement of the 1970s. Furthermore, the fruit George is referring 

to is the New Age movement, at least partially. And while the New Age movement appeared 

to some to come from nowhere, it in fact has a substantial history from the same period in the 

early 19th century. That becomes important here. 

Karlyn Crowley’s (2011) work on the New Age and feminism highlight that New 

Age practices sprang up in the early 19th century and while there was certainly a waxing and 

waning of interest in them over that time, its presence within society - although often 

 
18  Four asteroids discovered in the early 19th century were Pallas Athena, Juno, Ceres and Vesta. All also had 
coinciding feminine mythologies tied to them. 
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complex and problematic19 - supported feminism and the women’s movement long before the 

1960s. Evangeline never fully embraced feminism or New Age ideals as it manifested during 

her era as spiritualism, although she did dabble (Christino 2018). However, she certainly 

embodied its principles as a fierce, independent woman who was a successful business owner 

and the head of household. It is interesting to contemplate how Evangeline may have 

managed her reputation and was publicly viewed. Because she was adamant that her brand of 

astrology was “scientific” and the courts assented to such a statement when they acquitted 

her of fortune telling, it is possible and I suggest likely that she did not receive as much 

pushback for being a successful woman as may have otherwise occurred. In other words, her 

method was portrayed as objective (masculine) rather than spiritual (feminine). Meaning, 

through the socially acceptable masculine discourse (science as masculine) of the time, a 

woman was able to make astrology visible, if not reputable. Suddenly, for the first time in US 

history astrology is incredibly popular, relatively accepted and its public name and face was 

female. This means that even though the method was masculine, astrology and the feminine 

were becoming linked in the cultural zeitgeist. Therefore, ironically, masculinity was the 

bridge that would link astrology and the feminine. All of this becomes far more clear when 

Evangelines presence was lost at the height of her career in 1932. 

In 1930, during the heart of the behaviorist movement in psychology, Evangeline was 

at the height of her success. She was charging $50 per personal reading, an incredible sum at 

the time, and commanded a staff of 96 staff members (Christino 2018). Additionally, her 

radio show which aired three times a week had reached 1.3 million listeners, making her a 

national celebrity (Levine 2014). However, as radio spread, so did censorship. While Adams 

 
19 Famously, Spiritualism and the fame and then fraudulency of the Fox Sisters made it much more difficult for 
women to claim power from a divine self as was happening at the time (Crowley 2011). 
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had become a nationally recognized figure, it did not mean she was nationally liked; “To 

conservative members of society, Adams had, in fact, become dangerous” (Christino 2018). 

It was not just conservatives though; pressure mounted from all sides and the “fortune 

telling” accusation was again invoked. Thus, out of a very real threat of losing their licenses, 

radio stations stopped airing astrology radio shows and anything closely related to it on the 

air. Additionally, even if radio took the risk, Adams and her many imitators signed off in fear 

of legal issues (Christino 2018).  

It may have been a sign because at the pinnacle of her success not shortly after saying 

goodbye to her radio show, Adams said her final goodbye, dying a year later in 1932. After 

the death of Adams appears a significant period of time - 1932 to approximately 1950 - in 

which astrology essentially disappears from the public sphere. While a few astrologers, most 

notably Dane Rudhyar who, in the spirit of Theosophy, practiced a much more spiritual and 

psychological (read as: feminine) astrology were around during these post-Evangeline years, 

none shined nor became as prominent and defended Astrology in public like Adams. 

Interestingly, Rudhyar and other male astrologers like Grant Lewi and Marc Edmund Jones 

were also doing more spiritual, psychological astrology rather than a “scientific” astrology in 

the brand of Adams. It appears that they were essentially ignored by anyone not in the 

astrology community as they do emerge in the public record outside of astrology books and 

none were persecuted like Alan Leo. Meaning, even though they were men, their brand of 

astrology had transformed enough into a psychological astrology not to be persecuted by the 

law and perhaps appeared too feminine to be considered worthy of condemnation. In other 

words, a woman with a masculine method is more accepted than a man with a female 

method.  
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Whether that was the exact case or not, what is obvious is that with no proper 

defender, astrology faded into the margins. There was one man however, Michel Gauquelin, 

that would attempt to “reform” astrology via statistics. His engagement of astrology would be 

taken up by those outside the astrology community. His work would be criticized by new 

gatekeepers who would begin to discredit and dismiss astrology and Gauqueline himself in a 

similar fashion to how the gatekeepers of psychology discredited and dismissed women in 

psychology. This is what we focus on moving forward. 

 
I. The Stars Down to Earth and The Critique of Michel Gauquelin 

By the time Evangeline Adams was the most famous astrologer in the United States, 

assertive masculinity was now normative masculinity. The narrative was clear: “vigor and 

assertiveness separated true men from the rest” (Rotundo 1993, 265) as had been declared 

during the thick of the debate. It was the first three decades of the 20th century and 

Evangeline’s rise that I believe concretized an assertive masculinity as well as astrology as a 

female interest. However, the latter was far less noticeable than the former. That was, of 

course, until psychologist-statistician Michel Gauquelin took up astrology as a legitimate 

scientific phenomenon and Carroll Righter became a rising astrological presence in Los 

Angeles in the 1950s. We will look at Gauquelin first and move on to Righter. 

Michel Gauequelin began his career reviewing all previous statistical work on 

astrology and calling it methodologically “worthless” (Holden 1996). He had an interest in 

astrology but was looking to reform the scientific study of it through a more rigorous 

statistical method (Campion 2009). Thus, he set out to wash away the murky, ”mainly 

commercial astrology of his time” using what he determined were more accurate means. As 

he set out to do his science, however, the scientific and academic community denounced him 
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and his work even when he published work that appeared to show something significant and 

correlative in the findings (Eysenck 1991, Holden 1996). Scientists attempting to discredit 

his work by reproducing his study, ironically, only replicated the findings (Bobrick 1996). 

Even so, one of his critics was so extreme as to apparently say, “If statistics prove astrology 

right, than I shall cease to believe in statistics” (Holden 1996). Gauquelin was persistent, 

however, spending the majority of his career doing this work while continually attacked for 

doing so (Eysenck 1991). The question becomes, simply, why? I suggest that in the critique 

of Gauquelin and his work we find the substance of a subtle but gendered assault on science 

via astrology. Gauquelin’s career received some of the most damning condemnation even 

though he himself began as a skeptic (Campion 2009).  

 Masculinity is often enacted through distancing from the feminine (Rotundo 1993), 

however, how we formalize the norms around it is slightly more complicated. Bridges and 

Pascoe (2016) argue that masculinity is constantly policed and the ways in which it is 

managed transmute with the times. Even though it may not have been consciously 

understood yet because the process of astrology as becoming feminine was transforming 

slowly through osmosis, astrology was still seen and felt as a feminine, inward oriented i.e. 

contemplative, and therefore a not-masculine discipline. It was not just psychology, however, 

that was policing the sciences. In Los Angeles in the early 1950s, “astrologer to the stars,” 

Carroll Righter (who had coincidentally received a reading from Evangeline Adams early in 

his life) began to emerge as a new ambassador for astrology. However, in  The Stars Down to 

Earth: and Other Essays on the Irrational in Culture (1994), reputable sociological thinker 

Theodore Adorno launched a “damning,” “deeply angry,” “savage critique” of Righter and 

his column (Campion 2009) calling it irrational, illogical and authoritarian in nature (Adorno 

1994). Accusing anyone of being irrational has gendered implications as such an attack is 
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one of the oldest forms of misogyny (Crowley 2011). It reeks of Freudian “hysteria” 

attributed to women at the beginning of psychological studies (Hunt 1993). Meaning, while 

on its surface this may look like a strict defense of science, because Adorno attacked another 

man for his “irrationality,” I would argue that he is, amongst other things, invoking old 

prejudices of the “womanly man” creeping into culture. It is also deeply telling that no one 

mounted any defense for Righter. Although there were some critiques of Stars - much later - 

as overly paranoid, irrational itself and thus hypocritical (Dutton 1994). And to his credit, the 

introduction to the 1994 version of Stars by Australian sociologist Stephen Crook, although 

mostly laudable, points out its extremity. Defense or no, it appears Adorno’s attack had little 

personal effect on Righter’s career as he continued to be and still is one of the most popular 

astrologers on record, especially in Los Angeles.20 Meaning, while Adorno was (and still is) 

a prominent figure in academia, his proverbial warning shot about astrology’s influence 

appears overly-dramatic. Though, it does indicate how far astrology had fallen out of the 

public view. However, it also foreshadows a rising concern by legitimate academics around 

astrology during that time that will emerge more forcefully as time moves forward. 

Whether the critique of Gauquelin and his work was justified or unnecessary, as well 

as whether Adorno’s attack on Righter and his column was meritorious or paranoid is all up 

for debate. However, the explicit point was clear - keep astrology out of science.21 The 

 
20 One of the longest running astrology groups in the country is run out of Righter’s former home in Hollywood 
and is aptly called The Carroll Righter Astrology Group. 
 
21 A fascinating book around this same time (1952) arrived via Psychologist and Education Scholar Jerome 
Bruner. On Knowing: Essays for the Left Hand is a treatise on intuition in scientific and psychological work. 
His hypothesis is that the majority of scientific knowing, especially in psychology, is mainly based on hunches 
and intuition rather than scientific rigor and the way in which we suggest the opposite is incredibly 
disingenuous. While astrology is never mentioned, “fate” and “myth” are. In other words, it feels as if this 
moment, astrology aside, was one in which psychology was wrestling with its own scientific legitimacy and 
astrology was simply a proverbial thorn irritating an already tender side. 
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question again, of course, becomes why? Why is it so important to critique the study of 

astrology and those who study it? That question returns us to a discussion on the role of 

masculinity in science.  

Gender does not explicitly appear in these critiques. However, we know that whether 

in the U.S. or Europe, the influence of Evangeline Adams, Madam Blavatsky and Alan Leo, 

as well as the masculine fight against introspective psychology co-mingling with astrology 

appeared to create the effect that astrology as an inner, contemplative and feminine (also read 

as non-masculine), non-scientific interest. Moreover, the lifelong attacks on Gauquelin’s 

interest in making astrology more scientific even when he was a skeptic himself appear 

strange at best and adamantly non-scientific at worst. Why not just let the man do his work 

given that those who replicated his studies were replicating the findings? There seems no 

obvious, reasonable answer. Moreover, Adorno’s “savage critique” of Righter feels 

decidedly like an assertive man attempting to pummel the contemplative, gentle-man using 

science as a justification. With Evangeline Adams long out of view and no other females to 

take her place, all of this appears at first like a non-gendered (because all the participants 

were once again male) fight for science but as the battle continues, the subtle details that 

emerge tell a slightly different story. 

 

J. Objections to Astrology and a Notable Objection to the Objection 

These bubbling tensions of the 50s and 60s took serious shape in 1975 when a statement was 

drafted and signed by almost 200 scientists from a plurality of nations and scientific 

disciplines (Bok, Jerome and Kurtz 1975, Campion 2009). Of note is that while most 

individuals on the list are astronomers, one name stands out, BF Skinner. Skinner is one of 

the, if not thee, leading Behaviorists (Feyerabend 1982). A second notable observation is that 
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of all 186 names, only four were women.22 Some other publicly noticeable names are 

Tinbergen and Lorenz, names that did much for the study of biology, evolution as well as 

human and animal behavior. However, one name was significantly absent from the record - 

Carl Sagan. Not only did Sagan decline to sign his name, he protested in writing saying: 

 “I find myself unable to endorse the ‘Objections to Astrology’ statement, not 

because I feel that astrology has any validity whatever (sic), but because I felt 

and still feel that the tone of the statement is authoritarian” (Bobrick 2005). 

In other words, this majority-male statement attempts to assert its dominance over the 

scientific establishment. It is of incredible interest because of the work of Adorno that 

Sagan’s invoked the word “authoritarian” as it is exactly the word Adorno used to 

describe astrology some 20 years earlier.  The difference being that Sagan has a 

sympathy for contemplation that feels explicitly absent from the Objections to 

Astrology statement and in Adorno’s Stars which would align with an assertive 

masculine, scientific narrative. Further, while few outside of sociology know of 

Adorno and even fewer know the majority of scientists on the Objections document, 

Sagan would go on to be one of the most famous astronomers of all time for his 

articulations on the stars in combination with his deep intelligence and understanding 

of astronomy and the universe. This was documented most notably through his 

television show Cosmos (1980). Additionally, his request that Nasa turn Voyager 1 

around so the world could see earth as a “pale blue dot” (Sagan 1994) would forever 

change how humans saw themselves. His small act of resistance to Objections 

 
22 It should be noted that this count was done by me and quite a few first names are only initials. For example, 
B.F. Skinner. However, I did do my best to verify the names that were only initials although I cannot be positive 
I got them all. Even so, I would guess the number is 4 with possibly only 2 more that I may have missed, at 
worst if at all.   
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exemplified the idea that the contemplative man and the assertive man can co-exist 

within a notable man of science. The Objections statement and Sagan’s rebuttal mark 

a subtle, although I suggest important, shift away from the fringe battle inhabited by 

Gauquelin as well as Adorno and Righter. It is a critical moment that inched the 

conversation back towards the more public stage similar to the time of Evangeline 

Adams.  

 The question that emerges now is why such a sudden academic outcry? In other 

words, while Sagan’s response is commendable, why was it necessary? Theodore Adorno 

throwing a 150-page tantrum in the 1950s barely caused anyone to blink and only a seldom 

few even know of Michel Gauquelin. Yet, a few decades later nearly 200 scientists come 

together in a sort of moral panic, 19 of which held Nobel Prizes, to sign a letter of protest to 

which one of the most famous astronomers publicly responds. So, what happened? What was 

changing? While it is complex, I believe the answer can be found most significantly in 

second-wave feminism, the women’s movement’s impact on the university and the success 

of a single astrology book that speaks to the growth of astrology during that era. In other 

words, as Demetra George astutely noted, the seeds of early 19th century feminism were 

indeed beginning to bear real fruit. 

 

K. The Women’s Movement and the Bestselling Astrology Book Ever 

In the 1960s, while the boys were still in-fighting, second-wave feminism and the women’s 

movement arose as a powerful force for change and equality. With that emergence, a variety 

of societal shifts began to occur, one of which was an explosion of research in gender, sex 

differences and research on women by women, specifically in psychology (Eagly et al. 2012). 

In short, women were making themselves felt within the historically male-dominated 
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scientific community. Crowley (2011) suggests that critiques of new trends are called 

“reaction formations.” More specifically, Rudman and Fairchild (2004) make a case that 

often when a dominant group begins to lose its hold on the public narrative, resistance 

occurs. Additionally, when the group that is shaking loose the normative paradigm is based 

on “physical features (e.g. gender, age or race)” the dominant group must disguise their 

tactics so as not to appear prejudicial. In other words, “from the actor’s standpoint, a 

powerful way to thwart stereotypes is to behave in a manner that suggests you are an atypical 

exemplar.” Similarly, Pascoe and Bridges (2016) illuminate what they call discursive 

othering, a way of distancing a group through patterns of speech so as to demean them and 

place your own groups superiority on a pedestal. If, as appears was occuring, astrology is 

being identified as a feminine interest and women are quickly moving into the sciences, what 

more apt “reaction” to women in the sciences is a protest, i.e. “othering” of astrology as a 

way to distance this new wave of women into science? The old majority-male academic 

guard was fighting astrology in the name of science and maybe their fight was genuine but it 

is suspiciously in line with the theory just mentioned. Further, I believe one astrology book 

written by a female author and its immense success may have been the prime catalyst.  

While the authors of the brief statement Objections to Astrology do not invoke 

psychology directly, they do so in a longer book version which includes an article by the first 

author Bart J. Bok who concludes his article by saying, “Psychologists find no evidence that 

astrology is of any value whatsoever as an indicator of past, present, or future trends in one’s 

personal life or in one’s destiny.” However, he neither cites any of these psychological 

studies nor includes the scientist’s names who concluded such things. Moreover, Objections 

calls on “reputable newspapers, magazines and book publishers” to cease their publishing of 

astrology and while no one specific book or magazine is mentioned, this certainly feels like a 
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response to the public excitement around astrology that was being catalyzed. While a great 

many books were being published on astrology, the emergence of a single book, Linda 

Goodman’s Sun Signs (1968), during this excitement just a few years before the coalescing 

of Objections feels incredibly relevant. Sun Signs (1968) and its effect on the perception of 

astrology is accepted as a landmark success, the most popular book to ever be released on 

astrology, becoming a bestseller selling over a million copies and demarcating a milestone 

moment for astrology in the 20th century (Brennan 2016, Campion 2012, Campion 2016, 

Christino 2018, Holden 2005).  

Even though the book is distinctly aligned with Alan Leo and sun sign astrology by 

its name Sun Signs, it would be a mistake to say that Linda Goodman did not feel similarly to 

Evangeline Adams regarding astrology as a science. While Goodman says, “The Sun is the 

most powerful of all stellar bodies,” she goes on to demonstrate the complexity that 

astrologers more heavily steeped in the history of astrology such as Adams believed.  

“What is a natal chart? You can think of it as a photograph of the exact 

position of all the planets in the sky at the moment of your birth, 

formed by precise mathematical calculation. In addition to the Sun and 

Moon (the two luminaries), there are eight planets, all of which 

influence your life…” (Pg. xix).  

 

What you see here is a recognition by Goodman of the more scientific sort of 

astrology espoused by Adams and the sun-sign astrology which, obviously, had taken hold. 

Meaning, even though Goodman pays brief homage to the “mathematical” (read as: 

scientific) precision of astrology, she is unequivocally of the theosophical sun-sign astrology; 

i.e. she is not espousing it as a science. In fact, Sun Signs reads like something between a 

novel and what many astrologers call a “cookbook.” Meaning, it is full of easy-to-ingest 
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ideas and cliches about “your sign” i.e. your “sun sign.”  She even starts every chapter with 

quotes from Alice in Wonderland. The beginning of Taurus the Bull which is often 

characterized as a stubborn or lazy sign, for example, begins with “I shall sit here, he 

said,“on and off for days and days.” In other words, Sun Signs seems to be written to capture 

attention and sell copies while also hopefully appearing serious and competent. In that 

regard, at least using copies sold as a metric, I think it reached its goal. I do not, however, 

want to suggest that the popularity of the book is that simple. In fact, I believe that the 

popularity of Sun Signs is similar to, but simultaneously an inversion of, why Evangeline 

Adams was also able to become successful, popularize astrology and evade long-term 

damage to reputation. 

While Sun Signs takes a feminine methodology in that it is more spiritual and sun-

sign oriented, it is also an unbelievably gendered book full of stereotypes and 

heteronormative tropes, especially from a modern perspective. Meaning, it is actually quite 

masculine in that it perpetuates common gender stereotypes. More succinctly, Sun Signs is an 

evolution of Adams as it is a female using a feminine methodology (sun sign astrology, i.e. 

more spiritual) but with an assertive masculine narrative. That is to say, men are assertive 

and women are submissive and demure. For example, every “boss” (because there is a “boss” 

section for each chapter) is defaulted as male and every feminine sign is given stereotypical 

feminine examples that often have to do with the home or achieving marital bliss in a 

heterosexual marriage. Certain passages feel incredibly out of touch and even racist even for 

such a progressive time as the 60s: “you keep expecting to see a slave appear and start 

waving a palm leaf fan” (Pg. 66). I often had to put the book down because the racialized or 

sexualized cliches were gasp-inducing. And you do not need to dig deep to find them, you 

can essentially open any page to find one. When discussing the Scorpio women, for example, 
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“Despite her own strong individualism, the typical Scorpio girl (sic) will let her man be the 

boss. Instead of overshadowing him with her force and drive, she’ll apply her talents to help 

him attain his goals” (Pg. 296). My point here is not to disparage the book but to show the 

complexity of the situation similar to the case of Evangeline Adams. 

Similar to Adams, Linda Goodman pushed astrology forward and made it incredibly 

popular. The shift that occurs here however is the methodology; Goodman uses a sun sign 

(read as: feminine) methodology whereas Adams used a “scientific” (read as: masculine) 

method. However, what should be clear is that Sun Signs was decidedly not a progressive, 

radical manuscript for the women’s movement. Yet, it did give women a powerful voice to 

an emerging feminine interest. For the all male scientific orthodox and assertive masculinity 

in general, it propels traditional male/female gender norms and perpetuates roles of family 

and home that were being put forth in the 1950s using Freudian ideology and Parsons 

sociology. In other words, even though Goodman may be incredibly essentializing, her 

popularity as a woman during such a moment gives power to other women by making the 

field of astrology a more female dominated one. While for men, it reinforces stereotypical 

gender norms that perpetuate assertive masculinity. Therefore, it seems that Sun Signs finds 

financial and public success because it sort of placates and thus escapes intense scrutiny from 

all sides. In that moment, Sun Signs was what I would call “safe” to engage with by everyone 

even if it was not considered perfect by anyone. Before moving forward, it should be re-

highlighted that similar to Evangeline once again is that no matter the reason, Goodman and 

Sun Signs were the most popular astrology phenomenon of that moment. It marks a 

seachange that had been subtly evidenced by the growing resistance of scholars such as 

Adorno and critics of Gauquelin and would later be solidified by the authors of Objections to 

Astrology. 
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I suggest here that before Sun Signs, astrology was a fringe irritant to a minority of 

thinkers but afterwards, the seeping of astrology into the public zeitgeist became a flood. 

Thus, the majority male Objections to Astrology that condemned astrology can certainly be 

looked upon as a bevy of mainstream/masculine gatekeepers attempting to maintain the 

purity of their scientific orthodoxy. And while these thinkers claim it was strictly a desire to 

“debunk magic and superstition,” it feels suspiciously like a discursive othering and feminine 

distancing that follows in the tradition of a prejudicial gendered practice. It thus harkens back 

to Cattell, Titchener, Watson, Boring, Clark and other psychological gatekeepers at the turn 

of the century. Meaning, while these new scientists were attacking astrology, they appear to 

be performing their assertive-man type via “a kinder, gentler, form of masculinity repackaged 

in light of feminist critique and challenge” (Pascoe and Bridges 2016). Therefore, while it 

may have been a genuine attempt to “debunk” astrology, it may also have been an act of 

distancing from the feminine and a continued resistance to women entering fields historically 

dominated by men. Said more directly, it was easier and safer to condemn astrology in 

science than women in science.  

 

L. The New Age Movement  

In what appears to be the most cohesive, recent and sociological work on the New Age,  

Karlyn Crowley’s (2011) Feminism’s New Age: Gender, Appropriation and Essentialism in 

the Afterlife ties the New Age to women and feminism. She discusses the effects and 

critiques -- good and bad -- that the new age has on women and society. Crowley’s work is 

an honest look at the seeds of the women’s movement bearing fruit that I discussed through 

the work of Demetra George. Krowley’s work specifically looks at how New Age culture is 

an appropriation of certain cultures by white women. It is a complex and I would suggest 
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somewhat controversial take but it is also nuanced, thorough and intersectional. However, 

one thing is crystal clear - New Age culture is intrinsically tied to women and the feminine. 

While astrology is not her focus as her work ties no one thing to the new age but a smattering 

of equally appealing subjects such as “crystals,” “reiki,” “channeling,” “goddess worship” 

and basically anything deemed “self-help,” astrology is certainly in the mix even if briefly.  

One could point to the minimization and omission of astrology from Krowley’s work 

and surmise that this means astrology and the New Age are not as closely linked as we 

thought. However, it is actually that Crowley, as interesting and astute as her work is on 

gender, missed big on this particular historical point; a point that could have strengthened her 

argument. The genesis of the New Age is intrinsically linked to the specifically astrological 

phrase and idea, the “Age of Aquarius” and each was a synonym for the other for much of 

the 20th century (Campion 2012, Pg 41). Further, two of the three leaders of the early New 

Age movement, both of whom were very popular - Alice Bailey and Madam Blavatsky - 

specifically used astrology in their teachings. Those teachings were part of a Theosophical 

school of thought that used astrology as foundational. Not to mention the more obvious and 

relevant point for Crowley - they were both (white) women in a time when women in 

leadership positions was quite uncommon. Why or how Crowley missed, or omitted, this 

connection is unclear. That said, to give her some credit, Crowley does point to one book as 

the “consensus” statement, The Aquarian Conspiracy which is possibly a side-eyed wink to 

any astrology savvy reader that she knows the New Age and astrology are cozy bedfellows. 

However, her silence is still awkward. In fact, it is similarly awkward to Campion’s 

revelation that 90% of astrological conference and group members globally are women 

(Campion 2012, Pg. 2) only to speak little of it ever again. Luckily, each fills the others' 

omission and leaves room for other academics to fill the gap.  
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In said gap, we find the anthology Perspectives on the New Age (1992) in which 

astrology is mentioned early and often. In the introduction, editors Lewis and Melton discuss 

the roots of the New Age movement in the theosophical traditions of Madam Blavatsky and 

astrology. In short, the new age movement was synonymous with women and astrology was 

synonymous with the new age. This linkage appears more concretely in academic form with 

Shoshanah Feher (1992, 1992), who furthers this characterization of women as directly 

connected with astrology and the New Age movement. Unfortunately, unlike Crowley who 

investigates the gender dynamic in New Age culture, Feher is not as nuanced and is quite 

gender essentializing. She says: 

While men are dualistically categorizing the world, women are attempting to 

reintegrate spirit and matter, mind/soul and body. This dualistic nature of men 

is deemed both unnatural and antagonistic to women’s nature and to womens 

psychological and moral development. (Pg. 185) 

This is a straightforward categorization of men into one category and women to 

another. In that way, it feels similar to the stereotypes perpetuated by Linda Goodman. 

However, in the context of women’s liberation and the fight for equality in the 60s and 70s, 

Feher’s generalizing statement makes sense as its intent appears to be to free women from 

the male gaze. Yet, Feher is making a biologically “natural” assessment here by plainly 

putting all women into the role of feminine “nurturer” and all men in the role of the 

masculine “objective” scientist. In short, it reinforces stereotypical gender roles as natural 

much the same way many of the male gatekeepers of masculinity did 100 years before by 

calling for men to not stray from their assertive “instincts” (Cattell 1904).  While Feher’s 

work does, unfortunately, reinforce gender essentialisms, it highlights the tie that was 

previously implicit between astrology and femininity and makes it fully explicit. Further, it 
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introduces, although possibly unintentionally, something novel and insidious which is a 

scientific link between femininity and astrology. In other words, because it provides no 

historical context and posits stereotypical gender norms, she positions a “natural” affinity 

between astrology and women in the context of a scientific study. 

One reading of the depiction of the new age movement in connection to astrology is 

that it shows just how deep the feminizing of astrology had now penetrated. On the other 

hand, Feher highlights a different sociological insight on women and religion that strikingly 

illuminates a powerful parallel with the exclusionary tactics of the early academic 

gatekeepers in psychology. She says, “traditional Western religion had not made room for 

women in its structures,” and further “in the New Age movement the relationship to God is 

direct.” This means that with astrology as its flagship “religion,” the new age movement had 

finally removed the middleman - literally. Crowley makes the same connection by noting that 

new age culture is one of “self-religiosity” and explicating the liberatory power that may 

have for women. The implication being that in the same way that psychology was male 

dominated and excluded women from its academic orthodoxy, mainstream western religions 

have done the same. This means astrology as well as new age culture, provided women with 

an unmediated, maleless connection with divinity for the first time. We can see now why 

even though Linda Goodman’s Sun Signs may have been problematic, it was a powerful step 

forward for women in terms of its connection to an area of interest since men, in general, 

dismissed it. 

The apparent maleless-ness in astrology vis-a-vis new age culture does not, of course, 

mean men did or do not exist within the new age movement. In fact, Feher (1993) points out 

some gendered distinctions using astrologers. She splits astrologers and its constituency into 
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two categories: “New Age” and “non-New Age.”23 She makes an interesting delineation that 

maps onto the gendered conception of science in that non-New Age astrologers typically 

appear to be male and New Age astrologers typically appear to be female. Meaning, even in 

the context of New Age culture and astrology, gendered types reaching back to assertive-

objective and contemplative-subjective emerge. However, what is central to this topic is what 

she says of them both. Whether New Age or non-New Age both “are likely to think of 

astrology as a healing art or as a psychological tool” (emphasis added).  Thus, once again, 

we have the interweaving of psychology, femininity (by way of new age culture) and 

astrology.  

With a century of context now, we can see that following a millenia-long tradition in 

which astrology was almost exclusively dominated by men and considered in many circles a 

science, astrology transformed into something that was seen as undoubtedly connected to 

New Age ideas that had become intrinsically linked to women. Additionally, it had become 

fiercely opposed by men of a similar status in the scientific community. I have shown that 

these transitions in the beginning were subtle and gradual. Yet, Sun Signs popularity, new 

age culture, Feher’s findings and the Objections to Astrology statement document a 

substantial concretization of the gendering of astrology that leads us up to the present 

moment.  

 

M. Astrology and Gender in the Contemporary Moment 

 
23 Feher breaks down the two types as so: “Non-New Age types are more likely to use astrology for predictive 
purposes, their adherents wanting concrete, tangible answers to specific questions.” And further, “New Agers, 
astrology informs the way they see the world, it is an integral part of their spirituality.” This fits quite nicely 
into the objective and subjective, that is, masculine and feminine “types” laid out in the late 19th century.  
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After Feher, it is Nicholas Campion (2008, 2009, 2012) and him alone who appears to take 

up astrology as a social phenomenon. Other scholars like the aforementioned Demetra 

George (1986), Richard Tarnas (2006) and more recently Chris Brennan (2016) and 

Benjamin Dykes (2013, 2014) are doing noteworthy work in historical astrology. However, 

other than Campion, the sociological aspect of astrology goes overlooked. Even regarding 

Campion’s work as sociological is not entirely accurate as he considers himself a historian 

and his work focuses mostly on astrology and its religious intimations. In other words, after 

1992, it is as if we are in a period similar to the one after Evangeline Adams death in which a 

lull in astrological interest in the public sphere occurs. However, several things - including 

some of the articles that spurred my own research in the beginning - indicate that we may be 

returning to a period of heightened interest in astrology; and gender may be central in that 

interest. 

While this review of the literature stemmed from findings in my research in which 

participants strongly identified astrology as a female interest, a quick google search on 

astrology and gender, or just astrology in the current moment generally, provides similar 

questions about gender and astrology. Serious articles from reputable publications such as 

Why Women Believe in Astrology More Than Men (2014), The Rise of The Queer Astrology 

Movement (2015), Meet the Women Bringing Social Justice to Astrology, Do You Hate 

Astrology or Are You Just Sexist? (2018) and Why Straight Men Hate Astrology So Much 

(2018) bring into focus that gender is a central issue when discussing astrology in our current 

moment. Furthermore, it is not just something that is happening from the outside looking in; 

this conversation and these questions are happening within the astrological community itself. 

 Nicholas Campion (2012) says, “Clearly, astrology’s appeal is overwhelmingly 

female, a fact that has never properly been addressed” (Pg. 2). Chris Brennan, author and 
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host of The Astrology Podcast attempts to answer this question through direct conversations 

about gender in episode 189, Why Are Women More Interested in Astrology Than Men? 

(2019), episode 137, Elsbeth Ebertin and The Rise of Women in Astrology (2017) as well as 

episode 206, Evangeline Adams and The Advent of Astrology in America (2019) as well as 

other episodes in which the topic arises organically (2016, 2019). Much speculation is 

thrown around about the emergence of astrology as a more feminine interest. However, only 

the one statement mentioned earlier from Demetra George, appeared to briefly touch on the 

historical factors that I believe are most salient and which I have raised in this project. 

Meaning, the historical nexus of events I raise here have been overlooked. Of course, this is 

not the end of the story. In fact, I now believe we may have a firmer foundation from which 

we can have a serious conversation about the roots of astrology as a gendered phenomenon 

over time and up to our contemporary moment.  

 

 

 

N. A New Perspective 

In a review of the extant literature on women and psychology, Eagly et al. (2012) invoke 

Weisstein (1968) who says that one must evaluate the social context of women when 

exploring women in psychology. This is something that appears incredibly obvious but was 

not historically pursued in the psychological community up until women initiated it. By 

lacking that context, the predictable and convenient conclusion for a woman’s behavior was 

“nature” (Feher 1992). I think taking up that same issue of social context must be done for 

astrology. I attempted to do so here and it appears that in that doing a new perspective may 

have been unearthed. Whether or not women have some sort of predisposition toward 
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astrology we can never know with any certainty. However, through this review of the 

literature it certainly appears that we can see the social forces at work. When women were 

allowed through the gates of science at all and, specifically, the psychological establishment, 

they were pushed towards more inner, contemplative psychological areas; areas that many 

men of power stigmatized and shunned until it benefitted their a priori ideas. Moreover, the 

literature on astrology over that same time period shows that astrology has been forced both 

legally and through societal pressures into a partnership with that same contemplative 

psychological niche that men, specifically in the “mainstream” scientific, psychological 

establishment have stigmatized and characterized as more feminine.  

In conclusion, through a variety of societal pressures in the late 19th and early 20th 

century, gender, introspective psychology and astrology intertwined to such an extent that 

society began to identify astrology as feminine, and more specifically as not male. This grew 

gradually over time. Finally, it manifested most poignantly and formally in the shape of 

criticisms about astrology via an almost entirely-male statement of objection from a group of 

scientists. It appeared, conspicuously, around the era in which astrology was growing in 

popularity and there was a large growth of women into academia, specifically psychology; as 

well as a rise in New Age ideas which was intrinsically tied to astrology. Since then, through 

the literature on astrology and New Age culture as well as public discourse, it has been 

solidified as a feminine interest or activity. However, while most say that astrology is a 

female interest, I have shown here that it is not just that women engage in astrology more so 

than men but that there has been a historical nexus of overlapping events that has positioned 

astrology as antithetical to masculinity. This is the case even though we know that over its 

millenia-long history astrology has been male dominated. In context now, that difference 

between astrology as feminine and astrology as not masculine deserves serious attention 
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moving forward, especially as non-binary conversations about gender evolve alongside an 

astrological popularity similar to the era of Evangeline Adams.  

 

VI. Discussion and Future Research  

A. The Sociology of Astrology 

This study was originally inspired by the idea that astrology was growing in popularity via 

social media. While it certainly feels as if that is the case, the study moved in a new direction 

and was sustained because of the strong finding on gender which was echoed in Nicholas 

Campion’s (2012, Pg. 7) data on the gender disparity in astrology and further solidified via 

an extensive literature review on gender and astrology over the last 150 years. It feels 

unequivocal at this point: astrology is perceived as a female interest and is engaged by 

females at far greater rates than males. However, more specifically, this study finds that 

astrology is perceived as an interest and phenomenon that is distinctly “not male” i.e. not 

masculine. Once that was uncovered in the data, the literature review sought to understand 

why, which I think was done. However, my hope is that the data and historical literature 

illuminated will generate more conversation outside of the astrological community and inside 

the sociological one. I propose a new area of study: the sociology of astrology. With these 

data and insights, it seems that this area is ripe for sociological work. In this section, I will 

discuss some of the directions that this field could go beginning with this project. The gender 

disparity concerning astrology as a social phenomenon very certainly says something about 

what is going on in society in 2020 and possibly can shed light into how masculinity was 

constructed and astrology was weaponized against women, especially in the academy, over 

the last 150 years. While I feel strongly about these findings, I want to be clear I think it is 

just the beginning. Looking at astrology and astrologers as a culture, astrological trends as 
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well as the absence of interest in the intersection of astrology and sociology all seem 

relevant. That is the case especially when all of these things are having an immediate impact 

on culture and seem to echo the eras mentioned within this project such as the rise of 

Evangeline Adams, the New Age movement, and to a lesser extent the Objections to 

Astrology document.24  

While this thesis focused on gender and I was intentional in utilizing Adams, I did so 

not solely because she was a woman but also because she was incredibly popular. Arguably, 

she is still the most famous US astrologer ever.  However, it was one simple fact that made 

using her life necessary; it mapped incredibly well onto the epistemological development of 

astrology, psychology and masculinity in the early 20th century. As I researched Evangeline, 

I could not help but wonder if we were seeing a sort of re-emergence of her force in the 

popularity of Chani Nicholas. While there are a host of astrologers populating the internet 

and making money off of the so-called astrological “revival”, it is Chani that is leading the 

charge. Over the course of collecting data and writing this thesis, I have watched her become 

the official astrologer for Oprah and O! Magazine, witnessed her instagram following grow 

by almost 300 thousand followers, release a book and subsequently have that book become a 

New York Times Bestseller (all of this is documented on her instagram as well as her 

website) as well as have a short series on Netflix called Star Power. It has been a remarkable 

thing to witness. Like Evangeline almost exactly 100 years ago, her rise to prominence was 

meteoric and brought her into contact with the who’s who of celebrities.  

 

 
24  Recently, the New York Times released an op-ed that asked, “Will the coronavirus kill astrology?” The 
article critiques astrology and specifically one very famous astrologer, Susan Miller, who said 2020 was going 
to be a very good year. (Yikes!) It feels to me as a possible foreshadow for what could become a backlash 
against the perceived enthusiasm around astrology.  
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B. LGBTQ+ Community 

One significant difference, an important one, and one that relates to my research is that Chani 

is a self-identified Queer, women of color who actively and openly celebrates the relationship 

with her wife on social media and uses her astrology to engage in, and encourage others to 

engage with, social justice. Examining Nicholas’ rise to fame and how she integrates her 

relationship, her femininity and her social views into her astrology and what that means 

and/or says about society in our contemporary moment is worth doing. It is interesting indeed 

that the women’s movement which gained serious momentum around the 19-teens and 

certainly in 1920 with the suffrage movement just so happened to be the time when Adams 

was rising in popularity. It may be that looking into the LGBTQ+ movement in conjunction 

with Chani’s rise may reveal certain similarities also worth investigating. Chani’s 

unabashedly proud type of femininity in combination with what appears to be a vast 

knowledge of astrology curated over years has resonated with a generation and certainly says 

something about gender dynamics in America and sociology. 

This leads to something I intuited about but that did not bore out in the research. Still, 

I have little doubt that a more specific investigation of astrology in the context of the 

LGBTQ+ community could be justified through content analysis, especially online, as 

evidenced by the above discussion on Chani Nicholas. I cannot help but speculate that my 

own gender presentation as a cis-gendered male may have kept participants from opening up 

about this. It does not seem far fetched considering my findings to speculate that if 

participants discern me as a cis-male researcher, they may alter or omit certain answers in 

relation to demographics, specifically one concerning a minority community which already 

suffers from a variety of stigmas. Meaning, I suggest that because astrology is already a 

fringe interest to label astrology intrinsically connected to it even further to a cis-male 
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researching it may be a protective strategy. Fair enough. I make such a speculation, however, 

because in private and casual conversations with friends and colleagues as well as with 

several participants, there seemed to be a sort of secret consensus that astrology is being 

buoyed by the LGBTQ+ community. (One participant even discussed that there are different 

types of “gay” and one of the main categories is “star gay”). As we saw, astrology as an 

interest that is marginal in society adopts other marginal peoples and subcultures. That surely 

could be the case for why astrology and the LGBTQ+ community are linked, if they are 

indeed. This could be a generative area of interest as astrology as a practice problematizes 

simple notions of personality, behavior and what is “natural.” Meaning, asking why a 

community that embraces astrology as well as a diversity of forms, sexualities, genders and 

conversations in such broad ranges like the LGBTQ+ does could certainly be fruitful. 

 

 

C. Race & Ethnicity 

It is here that it may be prudent to discuss something for which this project could certainly be 

critiqued for: race and ethnicity. In short, the absence of it. I include this because it feels 

there is some disciplinary pressure, rightly so in my opinion, to always include race and 

ethnicity into the nexus of effects on sociological projects. However, participants in this 

study with almost 100% uniformity avoided discussing race and ethnicity as something 

connected to astrology unless I specifically asked. And after a few interviews of doing so, I 

decided not to lead the participants any longer, especially as gender was arising more 

organically. This, obviously, does not mean that race and ethnicity is not connected to 

astrology. It simply means participants did not make a connection or want to discuss it. 

However, in a recent episode of The Astrology Podcast, notable black astrologer Sam 
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Reynolds made the claim that astrology is engaged in more by black people than any other 

race in America (Brennan 2020). I have not looked into how he knows this or whether it is 

true but as far as I understand it, Reynolds has a great reputation in the astrology community 

as well as holds not only certifications in astrology but a masters degree in African American 

studies. That said, that is a bold claim. The best personal evidence I received for why I 

should pursue race and ethnicity in the context of astrology came from a tense exchange with 

a fellow graduate student. When explaining my research in a classroom her response, which I 

perceived as hostile was, “I thought astrology was for white people.” As a self-identifying 

mixed-race black/white individual, it felt to me as if she was, aggressively, asking if I was 

avoiding race. The implication being that by studying what she perceived to be a majority 

white community, I could avoid race altogether and maybe more specifically engage my own 

white privilege. The exchange was brief yet charged and regardless of my personal feelings 

about it, it does expose the complexity around racial feelings towards astrology as an area of 

interest and in this case a valid area of sociological academic pursuit. In short, it was 

condescending and racialized and anything that evokes that kind of response, in my opinion, 

means you are likely on to something. The simple fact is, however, following the grounded 

theory methodology that I did, the data did not take me in that direction.  Up until the recent 

comment made by Reynolds on The Astrology Podcast, that exchange was the best evidence 

to pursue such a line. That is especially the case since Karlyn Crowley’s work, which I 

thought would have an astrological thread between race and astrology that I could pull, did 

not.  

Because I was in the full throes of the research, however, I knew that her assumptions were 

based in raced stereotypes but may certainly reflect a certain demographic of individuals. All 

of this is to say that I believe studying astrologers-of-color or specifically people of color 
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who engage astrology would be an incredible place to dig into these assumptions. In fact, the 

act of avoidance or omission of both participants and authors like Crowley who centralize 

race but missed the opportunity to take it up in the context of astrology, certainly does not 

mean there is not something important there to be found and discussed. Indeed, I am sure 

there is. 

 

D. Adorno, the Irrational and Bad Behavior 

While all participants discussed astrology as feminine, I want to return to the data in which 

some women made it crystal clear that they were not interested in astrology. Especially 

because some did so much more adamantly than others. This distinction, that of distancing 

oneself from astrology while also assigning it to a group that you are a part of, especially 

when made quite forcefully, was a behavior that stood out. As I proceeded, it began to feel as 

if that notion was fairly clearly connected to the same notion that I was positing. That is, if 

disparaging astrology is a proxy for gender prejudice implemented by men, the way in which 

women who dismiss and deride astrology may be a proxy for something as well. An 

investigation of that sort takes on a tenor more closely related to a sociology of knowledge 

project. In other words, astrology becomes a proxy for how we manage the norms around 

what is deemed worthy of investigation, and by whom. 

As I explored these ideas, there was one that became prominent. In candid moments 

with colleagues, friends, mentors and professors who often balked at my area of interest, one 

word in particular was used quite often, especially in an academic setting; that word was 

“rational” or more often “irrational.” This, of course, was a word used in the title of Theodor 

Adorno’s condemnation of astrology as authoritarian, The Stars Down to Earth and Other 

Essays on the Irrational in Culture. In short, I wonder if “rational” or “irrational” is simply a 
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word used to categorize a subject as subjectively “not worthy of further thought” or in the 

context of higher education “not suitable for academic pursuit” by those who do not like it. In 

a fascinating passage on the dismissal of the Gnostic texts by Christian thinkers, Nicole 

Denzey Lewis accentuates my point by writing, “to find only irrationality at the core of a 

‘Gnostic psyche’ is at once reductionist and arrogant” (Pg. 31). The argument was that these 

Gnostic texts illuminated a cosmology or as she called it a “cosmic economy” from which 

Christian values may have sprung but because the texts disrupted these Christian thinkers' 

dogma, they labeled it “irrational.” In other words, my insight on this is neither original or 

new but surely re-highlights an old strategy for dismissing ideas that problematize traditional 

institutions and structures of thinking. That said, for balance I must once again say that I am 

indebted to Adorno in that he is one of the only notable sociologists to take up astrology as a 

social phenomenon and in doing so, he brings up questions I can leverage. Therefore, I would 

suggest that a more rigorous look into whether or not Adorno’s claims of astrology as 

irrational and authoritarian were meritorious.  

It also returns us to a notable finding that I want to highlight before concluding - 

astrology as a justification for bad behavior. More than a few participants brought this up, 

albeit in a variety of ways. In short, their concern is that astrology can be used as an excuse 

to not take responsibility for bad behavior. As one participant explicitly said, “[acting as if 

they were someone else] It’s not my fault I stole that thing, I’m a scorpio! [reverting, 

indignantly, back to their own voice] No, fuck that, you’re just a bitch!” While that was the 

most extreme example, it was echoed by other participants to varying degrees. This feels like 

a worthy concern and may be in part what Adorno was concerned about - taking personal 
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responsibility for bad actions.25 Thinking this through, however, it becomes relatively easy to 

see how anything can be used as a justification for behavior. Certainly sociology and 

psychology can be used in such a way. For example, a psychological excuse, “it wasn’t my 

fault, it was my abusive parents” or a sociological excuse, “it wasn’t my fault, it was my lack 

of institutional support.”  Both could be suggested as “excuses” for bad behavior. The point 

is not to disparage either but to highlight the similarity between all. By doing so it invokes 

what C. Wright Mills (1967) famously called private troubles vs public issues. The 

difference, of course, being that psychology and sociology carry far more weight because of 

their epistemological support, and further, the implications of astrological patterns and 

possible influence being a “public issue” is ripe, rightly so, for critique. In other words, the 

astronomical not to mention metaphysical carrying the same weight as the sociological is 

fraught. However, without an honest look at these tendencies rather than the one Adorno 

began feels fair. That said, using Adorno’s concerns to have conversations with individuals 

who may be worried about how astrology can be used to support bad behavior is interesting, 

especially because unlike psychology (arguably) and sociology, astrology espouses forces 

that are completely unexplained. 

All of this is to say that the accusation of astrology as irrational appears to be a notion 

worth sociologically exploring more honestly and thoroughly as it relates to behavior. 

Meaning, when astrology gets characterized as irrational, what logic or experience is the 

accuser using to characterize it in such a way? What research have they done that led them to 

that conclusion? Is it possibly just an echoing of disciplinary, class or some other kind of 

 
25 While I do I believe this was part of his argument, I think a larger concern for Adorno concerned individuals 
that partake in unthoughtful pursuits which indulge our pleasure centers rather than engage a critical mindset. 
This then leads to more docile and malleable, and therefore obedient, citizenry. These citizens (and I use 
citizens because Adorno is essentially concerned with the growth of Nationalistic tendencies) then become 
susceptible to authoritarian regimes like Nazism. However, I think the overlaps are there, indeed. 
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group norms? Also, vice versa, when/if the astrology enthusiast and astrologer uses astrology 

to justify their behavior, how did they come to a place where their behavior is dictated by 

such an idea? How do those involved in astrological communities relate and behave with 

each other using astrology as a unifying force? Of special interest is what it looks like to go 

from an individual who casually engages astrology to someone who considers themselves an 

astrologer or astrology enthusiast. This became more interesting after reading Bielby and 

Harrington (1995) invoke Howard Becker’s (1963) idea of “Side Bets” in their research on 

soap opera watchers or “soap fans.” Side bets, they say, are “associated with entry into 

behaviors and subcultures marginal to mainstream society, initially without commitment or 

purpose, that become increasingly significant over time and only retrospectively are 

understood as important to one’s identity” (Pg. 87). For Bielby and Harrington, “Soap Fans,” 

i.e. people who habitually watch and love soap operas, were introduced via a “side bet,” 

typically a friend who watched the show and tried to explain them into the show for a shared 

experience. For astrology, the side bet may be a variety of things, some of which arose in this 

study already - social media and memes - however, I suspect that no matter what the side bet 

is, the way it may be discussed is as if it were “fun” which was the second strongest finding 

in this study. Exploring all of these questions and dynamics appears ready work for the 

doing. 

 

E. Methodology 

Here, I want to look at a few things not done in this project that could be beneficial to future 

studies of this type. First and foremost, it seems urgent that a female or non-conforming 

researcher take up this work. While it is impossible to know without asking directly, I think 

my own gender presentation may certainly have influenced responses. When discussing the 
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fun finding one of the more bold participants discussed her concern with disparaging the 

research knowing that I was attached to it. In short, when asked to expand on her stating it 

was fun, she said “I use ‘fun’ because I don’t want to say its’s stupid but thats what I really 

feel!” Such honesty is appreciated and illuminates that different genders, races and ethnicities 

of researchers may evoke a variety of different responses.  Most importantly, the gendered 

finding could also certainly change. Meaning, because I am a male, who I suggest presents in 

heterotypical ways, participants may have tried to give me what they believed I wanted in 

terms of gendered male norms, i.e. tell me women were more into astrology than were men. 

Although Campions research as well as my survey data certainly indicates it is not just 

influenced by my presence. Even so, continued survey research using a variety of researchers 

of genders and races would be useful. Having access to the 18-24 year old demographic 

through universities was convenient. However, I found that a more random sample which I 

tried to catch using the survey as a driver for Lyft is what made this study feel more 

generalizable. It must be noted, of course, that this data cannot necessarily yet be truly 

generalized as the region in which I sampled my data was Santa Barbara County in 

California. Again, however, Campion’s research points to the idea that the gender ratio of 9:1 

women to men is international. Therefore, even though I do believe this just scratches the 

surface of what could be done in the sociology of astrology, I believe this finding is 

incredibly strong. 

 

Conclusion 

Conversations abound around the currently perceived astrological renaissance. Whether or 

not we have the actual data to support a claim of an astrological revival is unclear even if 

many feel it is true. However, all the past evidence about astrology suggests that those 
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conversations would centralize belief or scientific veracity. I think I have shown that there 

appears to be an alternative that is far more fruitful and not nearly as circular and unending. 

That is, engaging in discussion on astrology as a social phenomenon or what I call the 

sociology of astrology. Who engages in astrology and to what level do they do so? Who 

dislikes astrology? Why do they dislike it? What is the historical path that led these groups to 

such conclusions? For all the discussion on the scientific reality or belief in astrology, 

nothing has truly ever come of it. However, something we can now say for certain is that 

astrology is currently perceived as an activity that females engage in more than men and that 

many men have a motivation to avoid it for what I have shown to be a concern that revolves 

around their masculinity.  

I must concede, however, that that theory is just that, a theory. Whether or not the 

change from astrology as all male to almost exclusive female has to do with psychological 

gatekeepers and assertive masculinity is surely up for debate as are all things sociological. 

However, what is not up for debate is that that change from astrology as almost exclusively 

all male to astrology as almost exclusive all female unequivocally occurred. And 

furthermore, no one has ever attempted to account for such a change. In this thesis, through a 

substantial qualitative study including interviews and survey data as well as a literature 

review of astrology, gender and psychology over the last 150 years, I showed how that 

change began via the crafting of masculinity at the turn of the 20th century parallel to the rise 

of the first famous female astrologer, Evangeline Adams. By engaging in the context around 

Evangeline and the emerging “objective” psychology that began simultaneously, it appears a 

sort of nexus of events gave birth to the idea that astrology was a female interest, or more 

specifically not a male interest. And over 100 years later, that perspective not only still exists 

but is manifested in substantial practice and discourse. Meaning, women engage astrology as 
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a phenomenon far more so than men and why that is the case remains nearly completely 

historically uninvestigated until now. 

 I have proposed how further research on astrology as a social phenomenon could be 

taken up in a variety of ways. Doing similar research in different regions would be beneficial 

and research conducted by researchers of a variety of genders, races and ethnicities seems 

necessary. What most interests me at this time is the emic perspective of astrology. Research 

has been done on astrologers and most of the research done on astrology concerns astrologers 

rather than individuals who only have a casual relationship to astrology as done here. 

However, using this study and these data for context when engaging astrologers and more 

advanced astrology enthusiasts may provide a context on how the evolution of astrology 

interest grows. In short, what does the path from astrological ignorance to astrological expert 

look like? This is something that is also completely absent from the data and I hope to 

pursue. Lastly, engaging astrology as a social phenomenon from the perspective of a 

sociology of knowledge project feels worth doing. Specifically, seriously taking up Adorno’s 

idea of astrology as irrational in combination with my notion that some individuals may see 

astrology as a way to justify bad behavior may provide a solid foundation. This, in contrast to 

Nicole Denzey Lewis’s notion that those who use “irrational” as a phrase to reduce a 

complex notion for their own ends problematizes this in a way that feels exciting and 

complex. 

In summary, through investigating the question, what do individuals think of 

astrology in our contemporary moment of 2019-2020, it was found that astrology is 

perceived as a female (read as: feminine) interest, but more specifically that it is an interest 

that is perceived as not male (read as: not masculine). However, through an investigation of 

that finding, even more complexity was revealed not just about masculinity, psychology and 
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astrology as a practice but the dearth of engagement in astrology as a social phenomenon 

within sociology. Astrology as a social phenomenon is historically rich and sociologically 

ripe for investigation. As long as the researcher can steer clear of the tempting fruit that is to 

proving astrology to be “real;” a problem that seems to plague many and, moreover, is 

willing to pushback against the subtle yet insidious naysayers who consistently tear down 

astrology as worthy of study, there appears to be a world that is as of yet untapped. That is 

the world of the sociology of astrology. Obviously, those obstacles are genuine but hopefully 

as I have shown here, they are not insurmountable. There is a complexity, nuance and 

historicism involved in astrology as a social phenomenon that is worthy of further 

investigation and, if I have properly laid out the evidence, deserves our newly informed 

attention. 
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